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FOREWORD
.

Effectiveness of our naUp's schools to Meet the hicmasingly.complex demands
placed on public education is a. growing concern of parents, icgislators and eductitors,'
TwVnw-five yearseago., Drucker.(1957) accurately-predicted that schools .of the future
will be required to educthe all .childreit, with increased emphasis on individualization

"of instruction and a greater degree of accountability. Today, tedcherS. are asked to
proyide approprithe instruction to pupils with a variety of handicapping .conditions,
who,may be.cultUracly rand linguistically different. Unfortunately, ,while these ,edu

. ckional goals are laudable., teachers generally do ribt receive pMessiOnal preserviee .
training to meet the derriands of their roles.(Denemark and Nutter, 1980): Denemark
and Nutter note thqt a basic concept yf :professional training program is*..thrit its-

graduates have atunced a level of competent!e s'ufcient to insure ."safety to clients':. ..

.. hi their report. Educating a Prgfession, HOwsam, Corrigan., Denemark and Nash.,..,.
I

(1976)report that one of the characteristics df a profession-is that it possesses_a body of
knowledge andskills needed in tbe practice of a Profession..HAsam et ril._ (1976) state
that one of the .difAerences between' rut educated person and .a professional ,Leacher is-
pedogogy --..--- the cience 9f teaching, 'As a i,esult of research and' developmenrefforts
,over the past twenty'years, there is a vast- andgrowing body of information telated to.
effectlye,schools and teachers. If preserviceaekhers are nOt acquiring die knowledge
and skills in their preservice trainipg prOgrams for them tY perform as professionals,. it
.is' hot becthisc of a lack of information in the field. Rather, it may.be.due to both the-.,. . .
current content and structure.of Many teacher edifcrition programs. .4 .

In an autzmprto provide a forum to discuss contlent, structure and issues related to
the future of teachereducatioh", a -conference was field in- M4, 1982..at Texas A&M

. J-
Uniyersity, The conference.was sponsored by the College of EdUcation and the Dean's
Grant Project at Texas A&M UhiversityAVith the exception of DeanrCorrigan's paper; '

the material included in this text iwas presented at-this conference. -The conference,.
presenters consisted of, educational leaders wholiave been at the forefrOntof teacher

ucation. It, is hoppd that this collection of papers Yn effective schools, teacher
k\die Tectiveness and teriener educatia will...enhance dialogue arming educatoVs regarding -

,
the future of teacher education.

, REfERENCgS

Denemark, G. nd Nuttdr, N. The Case for Extended ProfTams oJ lift'al Teacher
greparation: Wpshington, f,R1c-Clearinghouse on Teacher EducatiAn, 1980.

*Drucker. P. America%s Next Twenty Years. New York: Harper & Row, 1957.
HowF4mi; CoiTig, D., Denemark, G. W., and Nash,e,R.'J.. Educating a

Pr*ssion Bicentennial commission Report on Education forthr Profession a'
Teaching. American Asvciation of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1976.
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Douglas J. PalMer
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Vgioti MAKES SOME. SCHOOLS AND
TEACHERS MORE EFFECTIVE?L-2

- .;lkichard H. Hersh*,

For the, past two years I have been reviewing ,literature to determine what, if
anything, mal;es some.schools and teachers more effective than others. Happily, there
einerges from syteh research a variety Of clues., which when put together into a coherent
whole, seems to make a, great deal of intuitive seyse.. What is particularly pleasing is
that different researchers in a variety of studies are reaching aimilar'concluSions about
effective schooling and that these concrusions are reinforced by school teachers-and
administrators who ibring to regbarch 'programs-the critical, eyes Of exPerience. This
conjunction of researchers' knowledge and professional educators' wisdom marks the
first time in years that one might believe optimistically in the possibilily of improving
education in Amerrca. . .

SCHOOIXDO MAKE. A DIFFERENCE
'et

During the eaily,19,710s, researchers had the pubtic and policy makers believing
that variations among schools made no difference in student learning. Although
teachers and administnifOrs' daily liveg denied sUch a cone:lusiop, their protests were
muted by the media and 'critics' ready condemnation of American schooling. Now
research! findings Sand eduCational reality are congruent'.

Three Powerful *acts have emerged.' First, people run schools. How teaChers,
administrators,,and stlidents behave in a school setting matters Ad accoonts heavily
toward determining a schoolls effectiveness. Second, quality and not just quantity of
effort, Materials, and time is what counts. Prevfously theaspred factors such as the total
books in the school library, amount spent pet cftild, antthe average number of years of -

/15,teacher experisnce haVe eep shqwn to account for 'little difference between more and
less effective cols bird, the curriculum of the 'school, which includes both what is

. r , ataught and how it is/taught. is impdrtant. '' .

., :

.
Richard 14. Hersh., Associate Provost,:Research, Univgty of Oregon

teow.§,..1

1fiffeett4e" here refers to student academic achievement A measured by standardized achievement test,s,.
usually in reading and math. This is not to suggest that such schooling outcomes are the only (-Objectives w,e
should consider but rather that they are, for the moment, jhe only variabks on Which we can easily compare .

schools.
.

.'While individual citations are notfound within the t)ody of this paper. a bibliography reflecting effective
schools and teachers IiteratOre may be located at its conclusion.
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ATTRIBUTES OF EFFECTfVE SCHOOLS

' Table I lists two sos of atiributes associated with most effective schools. Under
6,

the heading of "Social Organization" are listed those items that porvade the school -,

building. These attributes (Clear A,cadedric and Social Behavior GOals; Ordee and
Discipline; High Expectattons; Teacher 'Efficacy; Pervasive Caring; Public Rewards
and Incentives; Administrative Leadership; Community Support).help prdmotelchool-
wide conditions for teaching, and learning acroSs all classrooms. In essence, thIse are .

necessary social tol\ditions that 'help individual teachers and students to excel.
The second heading, "Instruction and Curriculum," subsumes those itemS whiCh

are 'found in-the mosteffective clas'srooimL TheSe.attributes (High Acadernic.Learning
Time; Frequent and Monitored Homework; Frequent Monitoring of Student Prdgress;

, "Sighflytolipled Curricultrin; VIIikty of Teaching Strategies; Opporturiities for Student
Responsibility), in the' context of the previously mentioned social organization factors,
help promote the classroom conditions foi maXimum student engagement with pur-
eposeful learning activities. Please note that the line .betwben the two sets of conditions
("Soial Organization' and "Instruction and Curriculum") is not hard and fast. In
fact they are both overlappinglad.interactive, complementary frnd ieciprocal to each
other. Clear school-wide.goals, I'm-example, not only may help generate community
understaraMng and suppoft but also may alit* individual teachers to better assess the fit

' between their 'expectations for students, students' vtpectationS. of themselves, And the
curriculum.

TABLE I
1

kTTRIBUTES OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS'

OCIAL ORGANIZATION INS'PRGCTION ANDCURRICULUM

Clear Academie and Social Bqluivior Goals
Order and, Discitiline
High\Expectations ,
Teaeher Efficaey
Pervasie Caring
Public Rewards and Incentives
Administrative Leadership
CommunitY Support A*

High Aca'demic Learnibg Time (ALT)
FrNuent and Monitored Homework
Frequent Monitoring.of Student Progress
Tightly Coupled Curricultim
Variety of Teaching -Strategies r"'
Oppoitunitics for Student Responsibili1j7\

,4141#

SOCIAL ORtNNIZATION
"

. Schools are sOcial entities whose function' is purposeful learning. As with all
grovings their organizational existence-is depentlent on adherence to some

,m nimum common sets of values, norms, beliefs, expectations; rules, and sanctions.
Rutter refers to this as a school's "ethos." Wynne,Calis it."coherence." Glass uses the
word "tone.'" I prefer "comMunity." Whatever terruis sglected i is important to note
that there is a need in'a school for Such shared agreeipent?on rules tnd the like because
it is the existence of common understanding ,and assent which creates the foundation

-)
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for trusting and respect for others ,- the glue of sociAl and moral intercourse. Thc
research suggests That (.:liools '*hich ard most effective create a diStinctive sense of
Community within the school .buikling, a community derived from conditions that
profoundly affect how and why eduvators`and students treat each othe001-much that
precious commodity, time is valued, and OW weltaeadettlic'atidsocial learning skills
are integratW. A

CLEAR ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR GOALS

Effeclive schools have articulated a clear school-wide set of acadettfic.and socipl
..be4avior goalS. Balsic(skill achievement in reading, writing; and mathematics is
heavily ethphasizell across the entire teaching staff as is student behavior.that promotes'
.an orderly classroom aild school'climate. There is ,no ainfirg-uity. Teachers, parents,
and students share Vie same undermeding of. the school's goals. .

Order and Discipline.
Administrators teacherS, and students' understand and'agree to basic rule of

conduct. Each person may expect thal such.rules will be.unifortplyflenforced, be they
rules against gum chewing, running In the hallway, hitting another person, or showing
disregard for schobl property. The attitude of each teacher is that "I havethe right tO
enforce the rules even if the AtUdeni_ is not in my particular class.' r -

The conceon .for an orderly an-d, disciplined school climate is nor meant to be
oppressive. The 4960's critiesf oppiessiverschools maae'their point so well that the

'pendulum has often swung tbo far the other way with the result that the quest for
"open" schoOls and classrooms,hanfrequently ended in.near chaos. Effective schools
scem to find that happy medium between too rigid and too pose diSeipline. The.
solitude of a tomb is not required but neither iS the noise of a circus tolerated. Effective
schools recognize order iis a social necessity, not too much order as to snuff out
spontaneity and individualism but enough to get on witit.the business of learning.
When asked, students In effeetiveschools state that the rulgand teachers are fair, even
if they don't like the mks or. penalties. U.

High Expectations , '

Teachers arid administrators irf effective.schoolold higher acadeniic and .gocial
behavior expectations for their students than do teachers and administratorslin legs

effettive -schools. High expectations carry several Messages. First, they symbolize the
de'rnand for excellence and tell the studenf, "I think you ought to anq can aChieve."
Second, they communicate ta the student that the teacher ekes by saying; in effect,
"The relison Chave high expectations for you is that I care about'. you." Third, .high
expectdions servias the adult world's professional judgment WhIch is translated by he

Ic
student as, am really mdre capable than even teat tithes, think I aM. If my teac r

, continues to ha WI expectatronsfor me, even when I screw up, then m4be I really
can do better.'"

Teacher Efficacy
Effective schools have teacherW who have a strong sense of efficacy :--. a belief

which 'saYi-, know I can leach,any and all of thet;e kids,." Efficacy is a-senSe of

( 3
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potency,- and it is 1vhat provides a teacher with the energy neecled for relentless and
persevering effort required to get many students to vork..A sense of efficacy combined
with high expectations for one's students communicates.' powerfully to students that
they can leSrn and that they will learn, or dan'imit, we will both dre trying!

Pervasive Caring
Students it1. effective schools tell you'Alaat their tea'chers and adinistrats car.e

about ,them. One child, wfietiiitleZr, "How do 4fou know your teacher cares?'
responded; "Because she gets mad at me when I don't do my homework ordo poorly

. ,on a test." . ,

Caring- is expiessed in a variety of ways. Hrgh expectations , strict but 'fair
enforcement of rules, and homework assignments, for example, all jell the student that
the teacher is paying attention to them aid cares about their achie(iement. Observers of
effective schools see the caring atmowliere in ihe informal ,patting of children'f, heads,
the_rigorcius 'de:Mantis of a high school English teacher symbolized by blue penciled-
essays, and the. staff's collective celebration of. ,student achievement. Teachers,
dminiitrators., and parents, too, know when a school is a caring place tbp-studerits and

say so when aSked,.'
. .r

Public Rewards and Incentives' , .

Effeetrye schools have a system of clear and public rewards and incentives for
.student achievement. Public display of excellent student work,' honor:roll, assernbliets
.to honor student excellence, notes sent home to parents, and verbal and non-verbal
praise' from, teachers as often as possible serve to motivate and sustain -students'

- achievement of a school's high expecs,tations.for them...,,Administptive Leadership 1,

Effective schools have adminstrative leaders, most often ,prinqipals, who are,
actiVe advocates for and facilitators of the above set of conditions. Such leadership
,does not meun that .the principal, for example, must do the curriculum *vision, or be
the niaster teacher, or conduct the teachers' .evaluadon. Rather, ii means* that the
principul is a person who helps to make sure these tasks ,are cafried out apprOpriately..

. Such a peoon listens- to staff requests and seeks to support &tic .-que\ti Whenever -
reasonable, Such a person initiates dialogues concernitig_ expecta ions, school-wide
rules, ahd thoe establishment of a gooditestitp program. Most essentially,. With such .

leadership, the adminiStration is seen by both .tehchers and students as supportive,
caring, and trustworthy, all of which helps crette conditionsjor excellence.

Community Support
Effective etiools have been-found to have more parent and community contact

I A,

than less effective schools. Contact with parents is not limited to concerns of truancy or
misbehavior. Pkents and'other community members are engaged in school beautificb-

.tion programs, tutoring, fund-raising, and just plain being kept informed of school
-expectations, successes/and failures'. Effective schools usually have more positive
tiatent-initiated tontacK than do less effective schools.

'1 0 ,



.INSTRUCTION AND CURR1eULUM

fnstruction, and Curriculum," hich comprises the second set of attributes in
"Thb le I. refers to that part of schooling most familiar to the. public. For ,example,

results of the pOst-Sputnik revolution in schooling (with its increpeil-emphasis on math
and science, its extension intothe new curricula, inquiry teaching, open 'classrooms,
and minircourses) were all highly visible and publicized alterations in `the instructional

sr and curricular patterns of the past two ilecades..Only recently have researchers,begun
to understand the meclianismS underlying the strengths and weaknesses of some of the
Nmponents of these patterns, CkatlY all of the l'actors previously discussed as part of

the social organization of [het school Overlap and complement the instructional
curriculan. I haveolabeled these tvo sets of attributes separately only for the sake of
convenience in this discussion.

High -Neademic Learning Time (ALT) .

. .
Not surprisingiy researchers have found that up to a point, the more time one

spends On a-learning task the more onejearns. Although this sounds perfectly obvious
and perhaps hardly worth mentioning this redisovery is actually more complex and
very important. ,

.

First, researchers have found thabb many classrooms teachers may allocate a '
great deal of instructional time (for example, reading intructidn) but the students are
behaviorally engaged in learning how to read (reading, reciting, doing worksheets,.

etc) for only it small fraction of the allotted time. Several4tudish9w that second and
., .4.:,.,:," ::,,_on- -- -,..

third gide teachers might 'itllocate two' I 1.0 p:r:iklpfrirc.iottyp),;A.re3trAmkr-p-qoo,p,,,.1kg,up,9, n.

-obse.Nat ion -of:AO:44%4'0bn c.one,cotild:WfitSlAtiiitooli* i.offott p_:.-!
,.to 1.5,ftibUtwiloilowto 1-,two-foidtr*-andcated0a:Wiet'fc 0.p.,441.4&.._

.AttIrtictton'Nitwbfe .:.4-1.6wri401,(h. tOrrbe the best Indicator of what Cow*,
...4;".'"'- :,ii-,,. e' ,,

calve instruction., "'"0,-,-',.; .., ;':''..' . . -.'',
,-

Consequently, a 'more precisii.Atiiasure of time has been substituted for/allocated,
time. Called "time on task," this is Au,leasure of how much time students actually are

engaged 'in the study of a particularlubject or skill. However, although this measure
approximates more closely the actual time a student speuds on a learning itotiVity, it .

doesnot reveal whether or not the student is successfully learning while engaged in that

learnipg task. Imagine a student who has great perseverance and spends many hours

trying to read a history book in class that is, four grade levels above his/her reading

level. Clearly this mismatch of instructional material and time on task would n'ot
correlate .with'effective, much lesSiefficient, learning:

Finally, therefore researchers have arrived at the notiop of Academic Learning

Time (ALT). This is the amount of time a student actually spends on a learning activity

in Nr,:hich he or she is achieving a high rate of success (90% dr better) at ihat task. ALT-

takes' into account the amount of time well spent and requires assessment not only of

the time dimensiOn bul also of the appropriateness of the curriculum and measures of
'success. Ther'key research finding here is that effective schools-have.much higher ALT
ratios than do less effective schools. Not.only do teachers in nvre effective sckools

r
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- .
waste less class time in starting and ending instructional activities, bUt they select
curriculum nmterials that are most appropriate to student. abilities."

Frequent and Monitored Homework
. Teachers in effective schools, after fourth grade, require more homework mire

often and provide students with feedback about how well their homework was
completed. Homework, up to a point, tellsthtudent that learning is more than just a
schoolroom activity, that expeetationsr go:beyond minimum effort, and that indepen-
dent karning is valued. Perhaps equally important, homework increases ALT. By
checking homework and providing";tudents feedback, teachers tell students that they
care abouP whether or not itftiS 'done (par,t of the incentive anSeacing dimension of
schooling), as well as find out how well the students are learning on thqii" Own.

Frequept Mqnitoring Of Sluilent Ppgress

= Administrators and teachers in efective sJ;Ifhols Monitoy student academic prog-
ress more frequently than do staffs in less effective schools. Such monitoring consists
of a combinatioh of more frequent classmom tests and,quiiZes: formal and informal;
written.and oial; school-wide, district-wide, and national. Mos(emphasis ig praced On
frequent in-class monitoring coupled with direct and immediate, feedback to stud;mis.
Such frequent monitoring serves an imPoptant ,.diagnostic: function, prevents students
from Calling hthind, and tells students that what is being taught is important.

Tightly Coupled Curricukum .

"..ffective schools have a ctirricillum that is closely related to botii school.-wide and
individual grade-level objectiYes; Teacherg dOnot rely solelylon commercial products
but tailqr or create materials and activities to meetagreed upon goals: The need for a
4ht-connection between curriculum and objectives is perhafts best illustrated by 'a

, recent study.ahich found thitt th6 live most Widely used standardized test items in the
U.S., in fourth.grade math, had no More thaii .6Q9c correspondence with any of the
three most popular selling fourth grade math textbook :series. Effective schools
purpdstly link Oafs, cuitionluni, and evaluation devices in 'a tightly coupled way to
avoid the common rni,smatch in testing.'and

Variety of Teaching Strategies
0

Several,studies have found that teadhers in effective schools use a greater variety
of'feaching strategiA than teachers in less effective schools., ThQt is, teachers in
effective schools ac able .to accomwdate to student. differences t as meaWrcd, by
fre6ent evaluation by employing alternative teaching strategics when students do,not
seem to be succeeding.

f

Opportunities for Student Responsibility
'Effeetive schobls' provide students with more opportunities Isor en:maimg in

responsible behaviors. Such opportunitios include student aovernment. hallway
A..

'

**Ten minutes of lost instruction in each high school elass per 83k, totals at least one hour of lost instruction
every day. t-89 hours per year, over 500 hours fgr three yeais of high school. Given thin an average high
schOol course requires about, 180 to 200 imurs of tki-eliNs instruction per- year! 50(1 lost hours I.
considerable. 3,

12



Monitors, discipline panels, peer and cross-age 'tutoring, and school fund raising.

projects:

CUMULATIVE EFFEC'TS

Each of the attributes above has been Shown separately.to exist in some'effective
schodl studies. However, simply creating one, two, or three or such conditions at
-random mould not necessarily result in a more effective school, measured at least in

academic achievement terms. The more important conclusion that one draws from the

research is that it is the cumulative effects of these conditions that has payorAlthoogh
no one has show n which ones or how many of the above conditions are nece'ssary, and

sufficient to gUarantee an effective school, observers of sun schools suggest that there.

is an elernent of synergy'involved. That is it seems that one has to do many things at

'once to do one thing well. It would be folly, for instance, toabelieve that simply

'increasing teacher expectations for students would fiecessarly leano increased ALT or
teacher efficacy. However, in combination, many of the attributes above may help

create a critical mass of conditions that serve to promote student achievement.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATIONa.
. .

Reflecting on the effective schools and teaching literature appears. that teather

training programs need to attend to personal chnracteristics of teachers and effective

curriculum, instruction methods, and classroom management strategies. It. is posited

that attentiort to- these factors will. impact both the content and the structure of teaclZr

education programs. To train teachers with the personal .characteristics and skills- in

curricultim, instruction, and management to be effective will require a more intensive

and_ extensive process for: I') sereening teacher training, applicints, 2) pre-service

training. lintj 3) residency training once the- teacher trainee has graduated ancl is hired

.(see Figure I ).
While criteria for entry to teacher training programs has been, to a large extent,

minimal and narrow in focus, teacher trainers should examine students' academic

performance both within and outside the field of education, supervisowatings and

qservations of students in field settings, and ..interview information from the ,candi-

date, This broader base of screening information- will assist teacher trainers to make .

judgments regarding students' tognitive competence, .self-perception. commitment to

-education. and interpersorlal competence:.
To insure that pre-service students have the necessary academic foundation and

-specialized education training to _be effective teaChers, .the redesign os-four year

. training programs will be required:Vre-.service training will need to be extendea one to

:6A:42:years beyond a four year tzaehelor'.s degree to include a variety of field ekperi-

enceS-Jille- of wirich-wo-uld--be afulLyerupsejnternship. In addition, students

heed to be exposed.to both the best and worst of instructional settings andic.7-arri-ttrbe

efiective educator in both situations.,.Too many students only. experience the best of.

:instructional settings -in their- pre-serifice trainingcand are ill-prepared-4/o 'adjust to t,hc,

reality of many public school settings.
Finally. supervised trainink should also be Continued once the graduate is hired by

7



X.
s-a school distritt. There should be a residency period in which the new graduate has less
than a full teaching load and is given frequent supervision. Following this one or two
year supervised residency period, an inservice: support system should be provided to
insure maintenafice and development of professional -skills.

Personal Characteristics

Caring
'Commitment
Ego-Strength

. Sense of Efficacy
High Expectations

Selection

Field Experience
- Excellence in Liberal Ans Studies

Evidence of Commirment to Teaching
InterviewS

Tests

Figure I A

IMPLICATION§ FOR TEAC-HfR EDUCATION

Curriculum & Instruction

Clear Objectives (Foundations)
Tightly Coupled Curriculum

(Objectives Curriculum Evaluation)
Variety of Teac tg Strategies

Concept or Ground dividual Instruction
{'

ainins

Curriculum & Instructional CoMpelence
Management Skills

1-2 Xears Beyond Bachelor
Experiences in Worst of Settings
Full Year Supervised Internship,

SUMMARY'

- Management

Order & Developinent
Academic Learning Time-

Testing & Feedback
Interpersonal Competence

Int% .
Supervised Residency

Less Than Full TeaChing toad
Inservice Support System

The best summary of this literature was recently articulated'by Tomlinson.in'a Phi
pelta Kappan article. He states that school resources are not the first or generic cause
of4rning..y

The abilify and effort of the child is the prime cause,-and the task of the-schools is to enable children to
usc thcir abilities and efforts in the most efficient" and effective manner. In the last analysis. that
translates as undistracted work, and nsither schools nor resent-eh have discovered methods or resources
that.obviate this fact . . '. We should take cOmfort from the emerging evidence: it signifies a situation
we can alter. The common -thread of meaning in all that research has disclosed 'tells us that
academically effective schools arc "merely': schools organized on behalf of the consistent and
undeviating pu.ruit of learning. Thc parlies tqrhe entel-prise principals, teachers. -parents and fait
occompli students coalesce on the purposejustification and methods of schooling:Their.common
energies, are spent on leaning and learning in a ,systematic fashion. They -are ,serious about, even

tdedicated to, thc proposititin that children can and shall learn in schools. No special treatment and no
magic, just the provision of the necessary conditions for learning.

Tomlinspn reminds us that in the end it is what students do that ultimately causes
student achievement. All the conditions, all of the attributes I have discussed are the
context for maximizin&student effort.

Finally, I find it hopeful that the conditions for effective. schooling are .in our
control, that more than money, it is a will for excellence that may best serve as the
.catalyst for school improvement.
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TEACHER EDUCATION: NEEDED RESEARCH
AND PRACTICE FOR THE PREPARATION

OF TEACHING PROFESSIONALS
1-

Judith E. Lanier*

- INTRODUCTION

Discourse for this conference has focused on the future of teacher education, with
particular attention to needed research,and practice; Itis indeed important that we look
to the future, but in so doink,:wc must look to the past and present as well, sb that our
visionS are infOrmed by experience and learning that has already occurred: Reflections
and analylis of past and preseni research and practice in teacher education can also help
frame More realistic vies of future needs and possible responses. The assumption that
guides this belief is that educational ellige, like most social change, evolves out of
existing conditions;:that is,nit tends to be mbre evolutionary than revolOtionary and will
thus be determined in large part by past and contempoiary research and practice.

Within the general context of coosjdering future,needs for research and practice'in
teacher edtication, however,,,the. more partichlarlocus requested for tilts paper. wa,s
attention to "research on teaching and profiles of ..the .effective.teacher." Major
attention is therefore given to various paradigms of the effective teacher.that have
appeared to frame.past and present research and practice. As the chOging views are
described, the 'essence of the gradual shift in restarch and practise for teacher
education is Cast as a growing recognition that teaching requires pretiaration for atruly
professional rol.e. The increased need for professional teacher preparation and research
on professional judgment IS emphasized arhree conceptions- of the effective teacher
are considered. Twd conceptions have been obvious and.prominent in the thinkipg and
literature prior to the past decade and a third conception is gradhally emerging and is
represented in more contemporary thinking and literature on the subjeCt or teaching.
The three 'conceptions that appear t6 shape and form the profiles of effective teaching
that 'Will be discussed include: ,

(1) The teacher as- an effective person, i.e., the most important pedogogical skills
%re imbedded in unique i)ersonal qualities and human characteriaics;

(2) The.teacher as a 4skiliedpetfornier, Le., the mosf irnp'ortant pedagogical skills
are imbedded in the behavioral performance of smoothly orchestrated routines'
and actions; and

EarThe teacher ai a professional- decision' maker, Lie., The most-important
pedagogical skills are imbedded in the'exertise of infkrmed human judgment
that. is grounded in a substantive body of formal laf. d practical knowledgst
concerniog the human iondeavor of teaching, lea mg and schooling.

*Judith E. Lanier, Dean-, College of Education, Michigan State Univers4
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These three general conceptions are eVresented in the literature and have
paralleled the doi3Oant research paradigms on effective teachers and teaching.
Whether the research activity refletteq or created the cocceptions is likely unimportant
,and ,unanswerable, like the classic chicken/egg argument over which came Titst. We
should observe and note, however, that the evolution of the conceptions appears to
follow the development of a more complex, sophisticated and respected knowledge
base on the field of teaching itself. 6eA fnt of clarification is needed to avoid a potentially Arious misinterpretation
and sht..Mtl be emphasized before deseribing the research on teaching and practices in
teacher education that reflect these colfceptions. The point is that each.cdnception is
not distinguished by a total neglect ofe other. Rather, each conception is distie-
gUished by the salience of its point of interest, i.e., by the amount of attention and
emphasis given to the particular aspect thatdvas judged to be most ,promising and
important at the time. Thus, each .conception isconsidered unique because of the
primary questions and issues that were Placed in the foreground, as opposed to the
backgrod. Viewed in this light, the cRnceptions are not totally separate or mutually
exclusive. Educiitors have and stiil do see agpects of each conception as worthy And
importaiit; but at various points in time, the field has generally attended more to...knie
than another add has not generally attended to interactions among the three.

THE PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
TEACHERS: RESEARtg AND PRACTICE ,

, esetirch is always guided by views about wrre the most promising results might
be f d, and studies of effective teaching have been no different. The predinminant -
focus, of the early research,on teaching was on the personal characteristics of teaohers
themselves. This line o work, ihifacti might be described more correctly aS research
on teachers, rather than research on reaching Nevertheless, the personal qualities of
teachers were assumed to, be ofAnajor importance to effective teaching and if these .
characteristics could be identified, measured and shown to be.scientifTcaily, valid
predictors of effective teaching, then they,,could be used appropriately for screening,
selection, and retention ,purposes.
: The more or less standard-approach _to inquiry in these earlY years was for
prosijective or practicing teachers to be tested, s'urveyed and/or interviewed for
purposes of describing their backgrounds, personalities, attitudes, values; under-
standings and beliefs. SUpervisorg' judgments (typically university facultj, or school
administrators) were used to identity the more and less effective thchers and' then the
teachers' personal characteristics were examined for coMparison and contragl. The
search was for unique personal qualities or characteristics ttiat would cOm;istently
distinguish teach6rs judged to be more effective frohn those judged less effectiVe by
sets of external evaluators (Getzels & Jackson,. 1963; Biddle & Ellena, .1964).

Although this line of inquiry was generally unproductiVe for a relatively, long
period of time, its logical appeal caused researchers to,attribute their failures to flaws in
instrumentation or research design. They continued to pursue their basically unfruitful,
searcii for persohal attributes of ',lie good teacher" until Ryans' classic, cxeeptionallY
well-designed study of teacher characteristics was-completed and reported.in I 960. His

r
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wopc was so well done- and yet so generally Unproductive of useful findings that the
began to move aWay from this parti.plar paradigm.
A number of standard practiceS iii teacher.education at- this--same time also,

supported the view that pecsonalralities were important, stalk. and capable of being
reliably Measured for purposes of judging effectiveness in teachini: Student teaching
evaluations often included ratings- on such personal qualities as dvess, grooming,
punctuality. humor, tact,-poise, commitment, friendliness, vitality, health, and accept-
ance of criticisrh. Moral character and respectable conforthity to predominating social
values were similarly emphasized (McNeil & Poph,am, 1973).

In the absence of1Cnowledge, or in- the absence of,general agreement on what was
, known about effective engagement in teaching practice, the personal qualities of the

individual quite naturally took on special importance. This perspective should not be
viewed as unique from that in other fields when trustWoithy knowledge is not
available. In the field of medicine, fin- e.xample when;little was known about many
ailments, and.even less was known*out effeRive treatInent, bedside mannef and
related human .qualities played a-much tnore iniPortant vole than they do today. As the
knowledge base relating to medical pracqce qualitatively advaliced, people became
less concerned with the personal characteristics of their Physicians and more concerned
with iheir professional knowled0and ability, to properly diagnose andvekrhysical

'problems.

THE BEHAVIORAL PERFORMANCE .OF -

TEACHERS: RESEARCH AND PRACTICE ' .e

The decade;bf the 1960's brought a major change in the dominant research
pafadigm employed for studying effective teaching. The emphasis shifted from a major
interest in Personal characteristics to a primary concern for teacher behavior and actual
performance in school classrooms. This is not to imply, that teacher, behavior was
totally ignored in earlier years, for a modest amountof attention had been given to it,*
although' much of the work involved, abstract analysis and psychological ,elassification
and categofization. Nor did this shift to a Concern for teacher behavior suggesi tharall
concern, fo'r'personal teacher variables was abandoned. it was simply one of primary
emphasis; 'fewer Studies continued to examine teacher characteristics outside of the
classroom and more studies came to examine teacher behavior inside of the classroom
(McNeil, et al., 1973). Referring to the dominant appt'oach to research on teaching
prior to tho 1960's, Medley and Mazer (1963)%l'eported in the first Handbook of

'Research on Teaching: S..

CertaiNv there is roto more obviobs approach to research on"teaching than direct observation of the
behavior ofnachers while they teac and pupils while they learn. Yet It fs a rare study indeed that
includes any formal obseivation 4, aTh In a °typical example of research on teaching, the research

de- t.wor,ker limits hiniself to the muipu a ton or study tecedents and consequents of whatever
4.

?4 happens in the classroom while the teaehing itself is going ,but never once looks into thdclassroom

to see how the teachef-actually teaches Or how the pupils actually learn. (p. 247)

In the late 1950's, however, Idarie Hughes and a humber,ofner colleatues at the
versity of Utah . received USOE. support to undertake research [fiat would help

"del e and describe good teaching and the process' by which it could be reliably
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determined. Hughes held the view that teacning was'cin interaetive process, and the
teachei-student relationship in the classroom had a reciprocal character, .Her work thus
led to a description and analysis of teaching behavior,fliat was based in pfterns of
interaction between teachers and pupils in actual classroom settings (1959).

Shortly after t'his woric 'was underway other researchers, such as Ned Flanders,
Bunnie Smith, and._Arno Bellack, also began to enter classrooms With a focus on the
dynamicii of .cla'ssroom interaction. Though partial , attention was given., to student
behavior, the. primary variables of interest during this early work were those associated
with teacher behavior.. Among the vxious teacher behaviors- to be studied, major
attention wns given to teachti:r.talk. (Flanders,. 1970). Various analyses were appjied to
teacher discourse, and- although the genenil approach was primarily descriptive, 'the
value ohentations thaeinevitably became a part.of the work were too easily translated
into prescriptive statements.

Bu,t was niore or less teacher talk a mark.of effective teaching? The.evidence was .)ir
simply not there, because the issue of what constituted effgctive teaching was generally
notjaken very seTiously. Nevertheless, without knowing how or .in what way the
awarehess and use 'fiiElander's"analyses of. teacher talk and student talk might lead'to
effective teaching, a number orleacher educators came tie include /his Oork in their
preparation programs-. The studies of teaching and the practice in teacher education in
the sixties can be .generally characterized as inereasing-thedfocus on teacher betuivior
in classrooms, but generally neglecting the serious criterion. problem -of relating
descriptions of teacher behavior tO- a clear conception.of 'effective teaching.,

The research *of 4Plt 1970's brought a change in tne, tendency lo slight thern
effectiveness criteria,.and it also gave rise to the third -and most recent paradigm for
'stbdying effectivenes in teaching. The shift in, approach could be atiributed -in part to
two classic studies of the sixties, two studies that received sufficient attention that they
truly shook the research on teaching community though interestingly enough,
neither of the researchers doing these studies entered classrooms or acquired any d'ata
whntsoever about. teacher. behavior. These researchers were Coleman and Rosenthal.

Coleman's 'sociological study examined school characteristics and their relation:,
ship to.student suecess--as indicated by a variety of meaS4es, including.student's test
performance (Coleman, Campbell, Hobson, AlcPartland, Mood, 'Iikinteld, & York,
1966).. After finding that the bulkof the variance.relating to.student success could he
accounted 'for by. factors Other. than classroom variables", Coleman's'.wZuk came tb be
interpreted as,showing.that teachers made little if-atfy difference. l*edless to say, this
finding was" jolting, but more importantly, it challenged ik research oi teaching
community Jere BrOPhy, Tom Godd, and Bruce Biddle, 'for example, found this
iaterprett.on of Colerrpn's findings to be counter-intuitive it simply did not make

ns e to think that teacher..g didn't make a difference to. Student learning. So they
vdevised a Means orestimating.average mean gain scores for students in elementarsz
classrooms (using standardized achievement test results) and then identified teachers

kwbo -eonsistently produced student gai.ps -that were substantially abovthat -which
Avoitld be predicted. They studied these teachers and fouiid -that they bctied in sbine
consistenkWays that distinguihed them erom their more average colleagues (1975).

At this same time, the BTS study that Macdonald, et *al., and subsequently
Berliner, et al., cOnducted ia California also begah to identify various' teaching
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c
performances that related to student learning, as did Gage., Stallings, Clark, Peterson;
Ander Son,. tivertson, and others who were searching for teacher behaviors that
appehred to correlate with pupil learning gairns. But these early studies, in the main,
seemed to produce generally obvious results that teacher educators already knew, e.g.,
time on task was important to learning, teachers who involved youngsters in theaning-
ful activities could -keep them engaged for longer periods of time, teacher-provided
instruction was more important to learning than instruction provided through seatwork

or by other students in the classroom, etc. (Fisher,- Berliner, Filby, Marliave, Cahen,
Dishaw, &*Moore, (1978). Though all 9f the findings were not obvious, they were not
sufficiently powerful to generate great excite.menvin the field.of teacher education.
Nereitheless, the i'esearchAid call Coleman's interpretations and findings into ques-
tion, and direct evidence was obtaine "that teachers not only differed, but made a.
difference to young children's learning

k

the basic skills in reading and math When ;
. 7 ..

measured by standardized paper and pencil exttnis. ..

Tie other Major study or the late 1960's that stimulated change in the teacher
effectivenegs research .of, the 1970's was the Rosenthal study of teacher expectatiOn.
Without entering the classrbom, Rosenthal exaniined pupil learning gains that were
apparently achieved 'after he and his colleague told teachers that particular youngster's
were likelY to malse rapid stridesAcaderhicalV; onthe.basis of ah examination, when in-
fact those children were selected at random. The Oak SchoOl' Experiment That
Rosenthal cOnducted. in 1964 (Rosenthal & JacobSon, 1968) received pOpular,acclairn
but was also:heavily criticized on methodological grounds,. Nevertheless, the work
raisesl,the isSue of teacher expectations, and the extent to which teachejudgment and...

ateacher thinking (about particular .youngsters, in this case) might also affect pupil
'learning. Tpis possibility soon came to receive' more attention. '.

PsYchoktists in apdition to- Rosenthal 'explored, expectation effects, not only in
. schools but in animas( lalioratories as well. 01.aduate.students, requirett-to-161 rats as a

part .of their program of psychological studies, ;were frequently toki that their class
would be divided and half of them Would be asked to train Slow rats and the other half;
Would be asked to train the fast, apparently smarter rats. The rats did not really,difidr in.
ability, f .course, 'and thi psychologists were simply inquiring furthd into the
expectation questions raised by Rosenthal. Although the learning tasks and training
procedures were typically the'same for.both sets of trainers and rats, the general results
weresurprisivgly different. The .group of rats considered to be ."smart" learned
significantly ,faster than'the rats considered to be "slow': Unfortunately, like,.,.Rosen;
(hal, researchers in the first studies did"not observe or look for -Potentiarteaching
diffefocesthat Might have occurred-during instruction. But in response to these rather
powdful and unexpected results, some resoarchers did have the presence' to ask the
"teachers" to describe their instructional approaches and techniques whatthey did .
and why. The _responses lObtained from the logs and post hoc interviews -were
enlightening and, provocative. Trainers of the "smart" rats said things like ----- "when..
the poor little fellow didn't learn, I knew that I 'had to be doing something wrong; after
all, he was supposed to' be a smart rat..1 knew that 1-had to try a modified approach to.
teaching, encourage him to take jikst a few more trials, or modify the reward provided

when he came Closer to doing it right,.7.' Iii contrast tOtrainers ofithe "slow" ratS
said things like "when the poor little fellow didn't learn,- I felt sorry for him; ifter''

I
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all,0 he was slOw, and I knew that I just had to be patient. kushing him too much woUld
be unfair anZi niLght.hav6.-negative effects, so l let him re& ifccasionally you could
tell wiien 'he was getting tired" (Rpsenthal, 1968).

Although educators are well known ftir commenting on the lack of transfer from
animal research, the implications'of these and related studies were clear. What teachers
thought, as well the teaching behaviors related to this thought, needed.to 'be further
examined, especially as both related to effects on student learning. The work of the late
seventies and early eighties has reaffirmed this position. The preddminant paradigm
now focuses on teacher judgment and teacher decision-making; teaching performa'nce
alone is viewed as-insufficient for chziracterizing effectp/e teaching.

There are a number of otlaer important reasons for the shift from teacher behavlo/
to teacher thinking and teacher judgment, however,)pd it may be helpful to use several
of the earlier studies of tew.her behavior to illustrate them. Consider, if you will, the
implicatiOns of two separate lines of research bn e.ffeCtive teaching behavior: the work
of Mary :Budd Rowe and the work of Jacob. Kounin. Mary Budd Rowe's studies
indicated that when teachers ask youngsters thought-provoking questions during
science lessons,they, frequently do not give learners sufficient time to think about the
question and frame an appropriate response (1974). Further, Budd Rope's work

..showed that teachers could be trained to adjust their "wait-time" behavior and could,
in turn, obtain qualitatively better regponses from pupils. It was somewhat disa-ppoint-
ing and perplexing to Budd Rowe,. however, to find that the teachers trained to' increase ,

their wait-time behavior only maintained this performance skill for a relutiVely short .
period'. When the researchers returned after time away from the classrooni, they found-r
that the trained teachers had reverted back to their oaf behavior; in:general, they were
again asking questions too quiqkly and not giving students sufficient time for
qualitatively better thinking and responding.

At about this same time, though in a different. location, Jacob Kounin was
studying teacher behavior that appeared related to off-task behavior on the part of
students. He found 'that when teaChers. failed to move their instruction .along at a

relatively brisk pace youngsters in the class were apt to become bored and subsequent-
ly engage in off-task behavior that was not felated to the lesson at hand (Kounin & .

Doyle, 1975)'. ;Thus, at a very general level, one could interpret the Add Rowe
research on pacing to .be prescriptive of "slowing doWn" .-performarice, while the").
Kounin.-research on pacing was preseriptive of "speeding up- performance.

Although researchers obviously have no clear evidence of Which approach is apt
to,be more correet than the other, it is likely that both sets of findings, have implications.
for effective teaching. Teachers need to know and edge related to the
'potential effectg of their pacing decisions: moving toO quickly w n asking thought
provoking questions can have the negative eonsOquence of, reducing quality.thinking. .
and responsing on.the df studen'ts being called upon; :prying too slowl-y,.. on the -
other hand, can have the negative consequence of increasing beiredom and off-task
behavior on the !Sart of other students in the classroom. Knoving these two potentially
negative posibilities, the teacher nwst'obviously make judgments about what i's "too
fast" and what is `,`-too slow" for die Particular set of students he or she is working with
at the trroment. The next line of research questions 'thus needs to focus on issues of
information processing. What factors should the teacher consider in ordet4P Aiake an,
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informed "jUdgment related to appropriate pacing decisions in the classroom? How
might such judgment dill& when introducing new, rather than Samiliar, concepts?
What Variations in judgment and decisions are appropriate across different subjects and
with different groups of students?

The point of this illustration is that researcii and prattice in teaching has come to
acknowledge the complexities of the teaching role as it is now practiced in school
classrooms. Effective research and practice in teaching requires te recognition that the
role demands placed on the occupation of teaching are multiple and frequently
competing. By the very nature of their chargp, teachers must resiSond to a set of
multiple demands and seek to.rmixim'ize alternative desired outcomes..

L Unlike researchers, teachers cannot select a single goal, ignore the others, abd
attend' only to factors that might optimize the attainment of the single goal. If the
demands of tdachipg were such that a teacher_pad one goal (e.g., achievement in
agithmetic) and one pupil, it might be possible to profit from research' on behavioral
performance alone, although there is reason to be doubtful here as well. But the point is
that .bepauste' tedchers have, in fact, multiple goals and multiple students, they are
prohibited from6.optimizing outcomes. Instead, they are required to continuously
exercise judgment regarding the most effective and ethical peans.of maximizing gains
(tukoss multiple goals and across multiple students. Time .remains c&stant and
attention to ore student reduces the availilble time and opportunity for attention to other
students; similarly investment in attainment of one goal reduces the available time and
opportunity for attainment of others. Teaching therefore, is siinply too eimplex for
linear prescriptions about effeutive teaching behavion The exercise of professional
judgment is riecessitated by the need to decide what, when, how, how long, and with
whom are particul,ar subiects and actions4propriate when ,seeking.to achieve simul-
taneously, multiple goals for many different students'.

The research on teaching community was not alone in coming to realize that die
behavioral paradigm was litnited'in terms of its prescriptive power, howdver, for the

4 teacher education commtinity Was also coming to realize the limitations)of its
behavioral emphasis. The competency/performance-based moven-lent that swept the
country across the late sixtih and early seventies paialleled the behavioral.emphasis in
research on teaching (Gage & Winne, 14,75). lEverything worth khowing was broken
down into discrete behaVioral objectives that 'could be clearly specified, counted, and
related to behavioral pe'rfn1e outcomes in teaching.

The specification or Perform pee-based behavioral objectives went on with great'

enthusiasm across the late 1960's and throtighout the 1970's, until the lists becamc
unwieldy and appeared to have no end. Teachers could indeed bejrained to do most
anything, but the endless lists or behavioral performances lacked coherence in terms of
tbeir overall relationship to the preparation of more effectiVe teaChers. Questions-thu:
came to be raised by teacher educators as well as researchers, about more appropriate
knowledge and skills that should be made ayailable to teachers.

40.
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THE PROFESSIONAL DECISION-MAKING OF
WACHERS: RESEARbI AND PRACTICE

It is important to note that research on teaching and practice in teacher education
that empha'sizes the cognitive aspects of teacher judgme,pt aritT decision-making has
emerked quite, redently. The 'National Institute of Education created thkg Institute for
Research on Teaching in ,1976 and charged ill with the advancement qf research on the
tRinking and information processint,aspects of teaching. Involving an interdisciplinary
cadre of researchers and teacher .collaborators, the 1RT designed and continues to
conduct research that seeks to enhance liriowledge and understanding of teacher

.

judgment and-the numerous factors that influence decisions and actions in teaching.
The Mt is also responsible for training additional researchers who can bebonie
qualified to conduct this relatively new line Of inquiry. Researchers at the Institute for
Research'on Teaching are now pursuing questions related to the following:
r the information teachers use ,And interpret as 'they diagnose,.and prescribe

remedial interventions for youngsters with apparent reading problems.

(2) the knowledge and 'information teachers' use fir selecting the content they
, come to cover during mathematics lessons,

- (3) the different instructional decisions and actions that are taken when teaching
lower-level courses in mathematics versics more advanced courses.

"(4) the knowledge and information teachers draw upOn'and apply in planning a
conducting lessons intenad io improve youngster4:. writing abilitiei .

(5) the insights, perceptions, beliefs, and actions offteachers who app Ir to work
most effectively with problein youngsters.

(6) the knowledhe, information processing, and actions teachers e ploy when
teaciaing important concepts in science, reading, and language rts.

(7) the insights, beliefs, and information teachers use when emphasizing student
oelearning of appropriate classroom conduct:and deportment.

4-8) theTereeptions and interpretationiS tea'chers from varioits sub:cultures employ
Alen interacting with youngsters of diverse ethnic and social backgrounds.

(9) the knowledge and perceptions proSpective teachers bring to and acquirc from
their own-formal preparation as teachers. .

The thrust of an these 'lines of inquiry is ( I) to better understand the complex
information processing that occurs in teaching, and (2) to trace its antecedents and
potential consequences for teacher and student learnings and actions.

. Work underway at the Institute for Regearch on Teaching and in otker institutions
across the nation and world appears to hold promise for significantly greater under-
sending of the complex demands and requirements of teaching. Recent findings have
been reported and reviewed and have received widespread attention for their apparent 0

contributions to better understanding and improvement of teaching practice (Brophy,
1981; bark & Yinge,r, 1980; buffy;. 1981). But the existing knowledge base is
understandably small at this time; since the ne...V line of research is both reccnt and
limited by modest investments of human and financial resources. Hopefully, the
situation will change in coming years as the importance and sophistication of research
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on thought and action in teaching becOmek betier understood. .
..o. Although 'advances in the practice of teacher education should be strong)),
infldenced by the acumulatitin or empirical knowledge that is gradually . being,,
acquired on the cognitive aspeqs of teachini,, teacher educators need not ,,deOnd
totally' on available research.. evidence.,tLike the, research community, thoughtful .and
analytical persons concerned with .leacher education have become aware of die
limitations of Overly simplistic, technical find behdvioral orientations toward icaching.

The Emerging Profile of Effective Teaching: An Intr:oduction *.

The observations that. follow are meant-to stimulate thought and .discusSion
relative to increased 'effectiveness .or schooling, te7aching,' arid teacher education. in 'the
United States. 'The argument is made that today's schook have Come' to need .,.
profrssional teachers if they are to better Serve ,the public , that supports them.° .

imilarly today's teachers desperately need the capacities of professionals if they are
' to realize sufficient rewards from teaching and cope .effeetively with demands Mr

school improvement. In order tO 'remedY the .acknoWledged , problems of Public;
,. .

education, the technician r mole that -has:been assigned to *and assuedby teachas an
the technician training that-. has been provided by schoOls and 'colleges*of aducatir n
needs ,to be changed. Althought contemporary discourse among teacher: educators
includes rbferences to ..preparinX'professionals," 'the content and pr cess re-
quirements of most preparation programs sAiggest that the concept. of "profe..sioua1 -1: is
either not well understood, or is simply used as rhetoric to achieve an illuSive sehse of
status and .importance. This :section begins, therefore, with, a description of the
requirement!i of professional work. .. ,

.
.

The remaining portions of the' paper address ihe reasons why professional teachers_
are needed. The argume'nt is made that the American public has come to hold multiple
expectations for schools. These expectations have not been .satisfactorily met in the .

eyes of ;.he.public, .and a general disillusionment with the education establishment has
resulted. Further, most attempts undertaken to remedy' thC.' apparent, problems of
schools have been basically flawed, as they have slighted, the centrality, importance, ..

nd integrity of teachers arid teaching.. An unanticipated consequence of the top-down,
-management-dominated school improveMent effort for today'S career teachers has
been a decrease' in their sense-of responsibility:Mr the outcomes of schooling and a loss
of satisfaction in their work. Facing an already difficult..and increasingly. crArplex
assignment, and then denied the intrinsic rewards Mat come from Self-initiation;
problem-solving, and the exercise Qf prdfessional judgMent, teachers look more und
'more.to extrinsie rewards and alternative employment. .

The final section of the paper addresses the needed changes that must occur in
teUching and teacher education if we are to improve the functioning of schools 'aiul.
coneomitantly attract, prepare, and retain qualified professionals to work in thern. The
ca3e is made that school improvement is derlendent upon the professibnalization-of the
teacher's role, and such pcofessionalizatipn cannot be realized until teacher eduCation

. programs change their. predominantly "technician Araining" approach to that of
"professional preparation."

Technical teacher training vs. prqlessional teacher (*cation. The claim Mat past
and present practice in 'leacher _preparation is primarily directed tbward technical
training, and that future...practice should* cdme to be directed toward professional
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education must be elaborated,lf the reader is to critically examine the underpinnings of
the assertion: At the base ,of the argument is the distinction between technical and
prof6ssional work. .

Teelmicians...by definition, are specialists in, the.,practical. details of an-
occupation: They require their practical know-bow from on-the-job training that is
relatively brief and typically facilitated through apprenticeship'tirrangements. Techni-
cians' are prepared. to follow the prescriptive directions of engineers or managets Who
provide oversight'. for the technical performance .they provide. Thus, prospective
teachers receive technical training forteaching when the Redominant portion of their
pedagogieal studies is comprised of ontsite field experiences, how-to-do-it .methods
conrses, and practice teaching.. One or _two dikrete couilIses in foundations (beihey
psychologicalosociological, or -philosophical) do not counterbalance the heavy ern:
phasis given to the technical training that-presently encoMpasses the bulk of the study
in eductition required by, typical teacher-training programs. .

Experience suggests that .contemporary teacher training 'emphasizes the need to
learn arid demonstrate smoothly orchestrated behtNibrakoutines in rather predietable
d.lassroorn en-Vironments, for, example: how to- write .aeceptable objectives, usually
implying form, not substance; how to design a unit or lesson plan without deep, prior
knowledge of a student group; how to be efficient in. the use of time and keep-
distractions and transition-time from 9rie teaching activity to another at a minimum;
how to prepare bulletin boards and operate various projectors; how to organize the .

classroom and arrange student working roUps; how to call on Students and keep order;
how to correct, grade, record,..i.and displaY "students' work; how to adjust to 'school
routines; and, howto get along.with one'S peers, especially the supervisoror principal
The emphasis tends to be. on practical know-how. This heavy emphasis.on pPactical
tahnique conveys to the prospective teacher (perhaps unintentionally) that knowledge '
and decisions abotit highly important matters will be left to someone "higher up'' in

.the system. Contemporary teacher training appears'to give meager attention to the need
to learn and apply serious thought and analysis for making difficult judgments under
conditions of uncertainty: for example, deciding on important Tind specific content that

' must be pirrposefullS, selected from'a wide array of conterft possibilities; deciding how.
. much instructiodil time it might deserve under varying.conditions;..arranging content

-rtito a logiqat and/or psychologically intriguing sequence for-diverse groups of learners;
selecting ledri-f-and.-.teciding upon Various means of monitoring student progress,;so,
that effectiVe feedback and subsequent decisions regarding new or revised learning,.
tasks can. be atipropriately. related. SurTace attentig to the in-depth knowledge required
for eXercising soundiudgmentson such matters implies that the real decision-makers
are the- specialists, publishers,- and administrators whd determine schedules, create
curriculum Odes prepare and select text-books and tests,, and devise management
systems for teachers. -The exerci-se of teacher judgment, within the broad policy
framework Or standard eurri-Cula and instructional practiees, receivess insufficient
attention. Thus leachers come to enact the role of technicians, a role that requiries

,

them to follow the prescriptive directions of managers.
' In addition, 8 With most technical training, the training period in peClagogy is

relatively brIef, i.e., three or four coases for prospective secondary teachers, in
.,additito their practice tqaching. Though admittedly more for elementary than

a
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secondary teacher candidates, the,investment and time required for a college student to
"Rick up" the_ additional courSe work needed for obtaining a teaching certificate
(beyond the standard major and minor requirements expected of all college students) is
clearly small. lt is not uncommon, in fact, for education programs to.advertise their
modest acndemic requirements and the ease of program access and completion. Many
even point out and take-pride in the fact that their preparation is obviously useful for
many other occupations, thus iMplying that their knowledge base is,not one of in-depth

..specialization for teaching in schools.
PmfessiOnals, in contrast to technicians onthe other hand, possess a broad body

of specialized knowledge and skills that nre acquired during -a prolonged.period of -
education and training. Drawing from Weir broad .specialized knowledge base, and
guided ,by general principles, propositions, and ethical commitments, professionals
exercise judgment and make decisions that apply to the unique and particular situations
they encounter in practice.. Professionals therefore accept responsibility for making
decisions that .are in the best interests of..the members of society they serve.
ProfessionUls realize that they,have autonomy of judgfnent in regard to their perform-
ance, within the general context of regulations 'and policies that are set by, the
institutions society creates for the facilitation of th-eir work (Schein, 1972). A
professional education; therefore, is characterized by three important qualities: ( I.).it
provides students with a* broad, it.1-depth, and specialized .knowledge base that must be
acquired through long and intensive acadeniic preParation; (2) it structures a set of
requirements and a social milieu that communicates an exceptionally serious commit-
mentto trit ihembers Of society to be: serveti, and the standards and-codes of conduct
that mustticeptuptitty the.professional work itself: and (3) it focuses on file ways and
extent.to whiefi professionals havOnuthority and responsibilq to mitke and act upon
their own decisions, within the context of the.social institutions created for their work.
A professional education fOr teachers, therefore, would neCessarilSI include serious
attention to the, breadth and depth of the knowledge base ihat is related to teaching,
learning and schooling. It would also include general knowledge regarding the purpose
and operation of various education-related systems (i.e., not just classrooms and
schools, but other social entities like communities, families, and peer groups). It would
include major attention to principles, theories, and propositions which tlie profession-.
als 'should draw from nnd arfPly. to the varpble, partieular situations they will encounter

.
in practice.

The standard "but there is not enough time", response that is-typically.used as a
scapegoat for why this is not the case in teacher education siniply dOes not hold.'
Regardless of what little time happens to be available for initial preparation, it could be
used to heglit professional education, whiCh could be continued following initial
certification, rather than substituting it with technical training. Thus, it is possible. But
the question still remains: Is professional' education really needed?

Why leaching professionals are needed. Professional teachers who have, in-depth
. knowledge.about education and pedagogy, a serious commitment_to their'work, and a

clear understanding of their authority and responsibility to make and act on important
decisions ;are needed becnuse teachers cannot effectively cope With, the public's
multiple expectations and the unique needs of diverse youngsters by continuing to
assume a technician's role.. Although the argument is somewhat detailed,'-it must be
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considered in lighLof past Itn.d preset,.expectations, problems, solutions, and failures
in the functioning of America's school's.*

The Functions of Schools
Over the course of the past two centuries, United States citizens have conie to

expect four primary functions of public schooling: They expect schools to facilitate (1)
academic learning, (2) social integration, (3),custodia1 child care, and '(4) personal and
social learning. While these functions have emerged over time, there have been..-
persiStent expeCtations for the roles of teachers as the primary agents for achieving
them. So sure are'we of the apPropriateness of these functions that when there is ,
dissatisfactiortwith schools, it is attributed to their failure th achieve one or more of
these functions at an' aceeptable level. There has never.been a realistic reeonsideration

.or redefinition of the complex set of functions and numerons tasks thataCConipany
them (Sizer, 1973), though people regularly decry the fact that schools.are.attempting
to do too much.

Mien formal schoois wem,organized during the Colonial period, the expectations
for teachers were relatively clear. The clientele Were primarily white males from
families of the wealthy: learning to read for purposes of studying the Bible and learning
"to figure!' for purposes of computing their plantation and business profits, Th'ere was
little or nocontroversy over limiting public school teaching to these "basics.'

But f011owing the 'Revolution and COnstitutional period, a seond legitimate(
purpose of American schooling emerged. Stimulated by Jefferson's views, education
was expected to serve the noble purpose of removing artificial barriers deteimined by
biith and social background to enable one to serve the'. pnblic, good. Through
appropriate schooling, "those 'persons whom nature hath endowed with genius and
'virtue!' (Tyack, '1982) could achieve the social status that matched their tidents. This
meritocratic :view of the American school as an instrument for achieving equality of
'opportunity gained momentum and strength,across the.genturies. Horace Mann held
this view so strongly that he described formal education as' "a great equalizer or the,
conditions of men, the balance Wheel of our social machinery." He believed that
adequate public schooling "does bbtter than disaim the poor of their hostility toward
the rich: It prevents'being poor. . ." (Husen, 1979).

The advent of the child labor laws of the mid-1800'S brought more and more of
Arimrica's poor children out of the factories and into the,schools. The parents i)f the
poor were eager to have their children acquire learning that could get them out of' the
bondage of poverty. But they also had .a very practical reason for supporting their
children's school attendance. Since both parents of most poor children usually worked
long hours fix- low wages and they had nOw lOst the income from'the labor of' their
children., the public, school was needed to provide free child.care. The school could
set-ye both an educative and a custodial funetion:'the custodial function meeting their
immediate-needs and the educative function their long-range aspirations. By the early
part of this century, then, the schools were seen as serving at least three major
functions: providing instruction n basic literacy, providing an education that woilld

*This argument was developed by.-Drs. Judith Lanier, Susan Melniek. and Robert Floden as a part of their
planning, for, major revisions in the professional studies component of Teacher Education Programs .at
Michigan State University.
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egcourage upward 'social mobility, and ptoviding safe and healthy child care for
%forking parents.
k But ill the early 1900's still more came to be expected of the schools.. Recognition
grew :that trildren were more than simply "short adults." Children were complicated
beings 41 their development deserved unique study an special consideration. The

.._

progressive education view brought a silift in the 'subject:-centered notion of schooling
to that of a child-centered notion. Schools and the eductitors in them were to provide
knoWledge and skills that would meet the child's ''real" needs. The "life adjustment",.
of each youngster was to be 'carefully considered as schools sought to match instruction
to the appropriate level of the child's development.

"HoWever, added pressure for response to the uniqueness of youth was not' the.only
force raised at this time. bissatisfaction with America'S apparent inability to live up to

filer stated democratic ideals led to increased pressure on schools to help the country
realize the promised benefits of democratic life. George Counts (1932) and other social
reConstructionists pushed for the schools to create "a new social order" rather thin to
adjust to an 'existing imperfect one. Two decades later,. Robert Hutchins (1953) and

. other anti-pragmatists brought widespread attention to another set of expectations that
was formerly implicit in McGuffey's Reader. The teacping of values came qo be
consciouSly accepted as an appropriate function of the schools whether it was the ,

I character, work, thrift, family, .and national pride values exemplified in McGuftey's
book or the "habits, ideas, and techniques that they need to continue to educate
themselves" as was urged by Hutchins. This view pressUred schools to 0 beyond the
expectations related to basic skills, khild 'tare, and poverty antedote. In short, these
collective pressures brought an additional expectation that the schools could and should
foster conStructive personal developmentand social responSibility.

.Thus, by the, middle of this century, the American public held a set Of diverse and,

" 'f,, high expectations for its schools...These public inStitutions were to assume responsibili-
ty for -assuring that all of America's young people: ( I) were -helped to become
functionally literate; (2) were helped to become suffkiently knowledgeable and skillful
that' they might avoid poverty and, participate fully as equal members Of the social
order; (3) were taken care. of in the parents' absence, in'' a safe; healthy, and
conStructive manner; and (4) were helped to acquire habits 9f personal development
and sociaLresponsibilit that Wouleresult in a continued and dedicated effort to
improve themselves and existing social conditions., Since this massive charge was
accOmpanied by public sentiment that the United States could realize 'Whatever goals it
set, there was little doubt that the sehools could rapidly and successfully achieve these
noble ends.

The Problems and Disappointment Recent Criticisms of Schooling
But the post-war baby bpom had obvious and massive consequences foi our

schools and the education community. The shortage of .qualified professionals, school
buildings, and adequate resources drove the education establishinent into a frvzied set*
of responses to accommodate the demand. The knowledge explosion brought more
things to be taught to greatly increased numbers a 'tudents. The population shifts to
the ities, combined with, rapid changes in tiaditional institutions and human values,
left the schools, like the society that created them, in a state of confused diiection. And
in the tnidst of unprecedented growth and Social change, the schools were not able to
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mobilize effective responsesqo their multiple chargest
With little opportunity to reflect on the caus6 or inherent nature of their

Problems, and no organized way of respondik to the public's frustration with their
increasingly appyent failures, professional educators watched their respectabilitY and
credibility deteriorate.

Critics such as Bestor (1953) and Rickover (1959)deeried the deterioration of
basic skills and intellectual rigor on the part of studénts.and teachers-. The spectre of
Sputnik I convinced the public that the critics were probahly right. Children were not
learning academic subject matter up to the standards of the changing society, and, thus,
the schools were not Performing this central functionfrOther criticisms of School
failures also came to public attention:

With a growing recognition that schools operate within asodocultural context, it
became clear that .the school was nOt 'succeeding as the great social equalizer of
opPortunity. As a:status-providing, liberating instrument, the School was failing to
keep its promise of potential success to unlimited numbárs of young people. Some
critics claiined that the schools were purposely working against the American Dream of
equal opportunity. instead, they were succeeding in reproclucing-the existing social and
economic order --L-operating to sort and sift young people in ways that would distribute
.status and economic benefits and, thus, maintain social and economic inequities.

The school's ability to deliver healthy and safe custodial care also became
problematic. As social rebellion, drugs, vandalism and,violence became more preva-
lent in society, they bec'arne more e-Oninion.-in' schools. Educators were unable to
prevent or remedY the increasing number of disruptions and problems. The Gallup
polls consistently showed that .the public's major concdn with.setibols and teachers
-was their inability to. adequately provide for students personal safety and welfare...

The schools' inability to assure the development of personal, competence and
social responsibilities also .became clear. Unable to provide mastery of basic literacy.
skills'. they'could hardly prepare young people to become independent. criti-6al . and
responsible citizens; ready and able to exercise their rights and duties as members of a
complex democratic and pluralistic society. The chAging nature of families. religious..
instituti s, community life, and the mass media all competed with the .public's
increase Apendence on the schools for better social understanding, values develop-.
ment and career edUcittiOn. But the' failure of the 'schbols to seek a balance with
competin,g faetors and to achieve their noble goals was pervasive; and' the subsequent
disillusionment was felt and generally recognized.

the 1970s, and into the 1980's. the public seemed to be abandoning the public
schoois. Accompanied by growing 'problems in the ecdrionly and, a major decline in
population growth, the' schools' supPorters began to cut bat k on the base of tash

Conimunity bond and millage requests' were rejected ii increasing -numbers.
Parents turned to private schools, and enrollments in these schools grew as the

enrollments in public school's declined.

Attempts to Solve the Problems: The Expert Reslionse
Through this period of criticism of the public schools. atteuipts to improve the

schools were made on local, state, and national levels. But the public responses to the
problems of schools typically had two important characteristics. First, although various
groups .oF experts were asked for' proposed solutions to the problems of schooling.
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these .groups did not include classroom teachers. And, second, the solutions proposed
- involvedleachers'only as technicians to carry out the solutions deyised by the experts.

Consider those who typically ;spearheaded the public' responses to problems, ofth.

schottling:. private 'foundations, the, federal 'government, or publishing companies..
.They would bring together a panel to devise plans for school and eduCational reform, a
panel on which teachers were seldom members. While the means of getting teachers to
carry out the .plan varied, the passive role assigned to teachers did- nOt.GOVernment

,

demanded teacher compliance thron0 legal mandates and regulations. Publishing
Ouses deyised teacher-proof' urriculum materids to ensure that teachers would
faithfully follow the modet for brm. The strategy of expert solution and teacher
implementation can be seen in responses to failures Of schools in each of te four major
functions. 1

. ,
4 -Critisms of schools' performance in teaching academic subject matter were

widely pubriciied, and the responses io these criticisms often had Comparable visibili-
.

ty. Many of the 'curriculurn development projects sponsored by the newly -formed
National.Science Youndation boasted Nobel laureates on their steering cominitteeS. If
the cdrinnittees also- included public school 'teachers, their presence was scarcely
noticed..In science education, top scientists were assembled to redesign the teaching of
elementary and secondary school science.

In rnathemitcs,.' the influential Cambridge conference specifically 'excluded
teachers front deliberations.hboyt the best ways to rectsign mathematics teaching. The
assumption was made that.whatever curriculum the university mathematicians devised
'could be taught with minimal iidditional teacher frainlrig. But the conference planners'
hope to eventually deal ,with the- practical problems of teacher education was unfortu-
nately seldom realized. Instead, the conference reoornrhateations were incorporated

, into curriculum projects, whose books were then adopted by school distrias 'With only
limited proVision for problems.tr teacher mlght have teaching the new curriCuia.

Likewise, 'concerns related to equal educational opportunity were often attacked
through the development and attempted iin lementatiOU of plans designed by experts.
In early civil fights litigatiOn related to e atiOn (beginning with Brown v? Board of ".
Education), judges heard expert testirn before. deciding,on the appropriate way to 4

. remove sources of raCial and ethnic scrintiriation from the.school. system. Teachers-% '
playsd 1. t le, part in developing the solutions, but were exPected to carry through the4
spirit o legal mandates, in their , ly integrthed classrooms. More reéently, eivi12.
rights ere explicitly extended e handicapped, The major education law extending;-.-
these rights to ihe area of education,.PL 94-142, was developed through `consultation's '
with variotis expert groups, Witfi teachers having little say. In fact, teachers have no
rights specified in the law, in contrast to parents, students, and school district
administrators. Yet teachers are expected to implement each (*the specific provisions
of the law. .

..-

Another aspect of the public'response to schodl failures to promote equity were
the numerous governMent and foundation-supprirteaPefforts to improve the educatidn
of.the poor (e'.g., Title I of the ESEA of 1965). Federally-and-foundation-supported
curriculum'develbpment piojects were designed to give teachers something toteach to
the so-called "disadvantased;" again, experts were called in and supported (or
research that,was airli at finding out how teachers should teach those matocials. But,
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, again, no systematic effort ,of relating ihelindingsto inservice or prerrvice teacher
..1.educafion was provhied..

The.problem of lack.of proper care fol.. students was also attacked at the national
level by c.el,c3:4<ing expert solutions and telling teachers to implement thCm. The "safe-
school. studies attempted to .determine what approach should be taken tp reducing
sChool violence. The federal vgovernment also required teachers to implement their
approaches to improving the health of studentS. through government-designed health '.
and nutrition programs such as those that were pacrt of Pntects Head Start and Fgllow
Through.

, A'ttempts to improVe the way in which schools develop personal and social
responsibility often fall intO the areaof social studies education:and health ,education.
The federallysponsored development of the curriculum, "Man': A Course of,Study,"
embodied an attempt to give 'teachers specific ways for teaching a particular.set of
values, -In this case; cohgresS disavowea the government"s intention to promote this

. ,set of values. in all classrooms. Large Srums Of money were poured into development of
drug-education curricula to, give students a stfOnger disposition to take responsibility
for, their own aetions. Here, as for the, other functions of schooring; teachers' 'roles
were as technical implementers Of someone else's ideas for improing the schools,

Though these exampleshave focused on the national response to problems, of
schooling, _the same phenomena have.been observable at state and local levels. In-each
car, teachers alie presturiedto lack pod ideasior schoolimprovement-, but to have the
Willingness and ability, to carry out refOrms devised by others.

The.se attempts to improVe.schoolnave' liad disappointing consequences at'best.
kather than list the failures in each area:a reilresentative 'description of the failure in
the area of academie' learning will illustrate Oat broader pattern. Talking of the
cUrriculum.refortn movementS in science;,Welch (1979), conchided:

In spite of the expenditure of millions of dollars and the involvement of sonic of the nmst brilliant
scientific minds, the science classroom of today is little d.if ferent fromone of 20 years ago. While there

. may be new books on the shelves and clever gadgets in'the storage cabinets, the day-to,day operation
of the class remains largely unchanged. (p. 303)

'In other areas, as Well, the reform mOvenients are seen as failures.. While the
cause' of the failure is variously attributed, it is cleat:that the sitriple mOdel of teacher
Implementation of experts' solutions is inadequate and inappropriate to:solve the
apparent problems of schooling.

The Problem with the- Improvement Strategy: Tfie Inverted, Pyramid
_The public responses to problerns of schools havegenerally followed a model in

which decisions are made by some central authority, titen passed along the:.chain. of ,
command until they are carriedout by teachers: Like'foot,soldiers in the 'army .(and
especially :1-`in the trenches"), the teachers' role has been to follow orders, 'not to make-,
decisions. In this model, questions of school improvement center around questions of
(1)- what teachers should be told w do and (2),how they should be made to do what they
are told. The events of recent history have: shown that this model operates poorly.

A more effec.five,model of school improvement mightcenter around questions of
(I) what knowledges, commitments, and shport systems teachers ineed to make
schools hetter able to fulfill their functions; and (2). how they could sh'are authorityand
responsibility for the itnproved functioning of schools. The "tell-teachers-Whatjto-do"
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and "see-thdt-they-do-it" model supports A technician role for teachers/rather than a
professional decision-making role. This "top-down" approach to-school iMprovement
Seemsito contain an inherent sct of disfunctions that consistently and predictably
contributes to the inatoility -of today's schools to effectively accomplish their ,'noble
ends. Such a possibility must 6e"ser*sly considered.

The "teacher-as-technician" model assumes that a hierarchical system of authori-
ty can be made to Operate.effectively in schools. This asSumptionmay be in error since
a nuThber of the cdnditions necessary for an effective hieearchical system of authority
are simply not present in schools. In a successful hierarchical system, perSons in

positions of authority have ( I) sufficient knowledge_of the situation to formulate
reasoned and constructive directives-, (2) sufficient power to enforce the directives, and
(3) suffiCient resources and opportunity to prqvide oversight and instruction to those

' who must carry tnit the directives. Furthermore, those persons who are expected to
carryout the directives must ( I) be able to understand the directives, (2) be able to do
what the directives require, and (3) see the directives as being in their own selfinterests

.aswell as in the .best interests of the organization. These necessary .conditions are
lacking. and thti prohibit successfUl operation of the top-down authority structure in
schoOls. The hierarchical authority system that predominates in today's schools is

. referred t9 in the literature as "bottonn-heavy" and "loosely coupled." The notion of
"bottom-heavy" means there are many more persons at the bottom of the organization
than there are above. Although this notion is reasonably well understood, the
niagnitude of this "bottom-heavy" characteristic is often underestihated.

When people imagine or illustrate the top-down, bottom heayy system of
authority that exists in schools, they typically envision something like the illustration

on the left of Figure 'I.'The problem with such a view is that it does not capture the
magnitude of the "bottom-heavy" reality. If the bottom-heavy reality were conveyed
by an illustration showing the actual proportion of teachers to administrators, it would
look like the illustration on the right.

Supervis., Spe-
cialists, Managers

Teacheis

Figure 1. Right-hand portion drawn to scale, indicating proportion of teachers to administrators in
1970 (122,0W) administrators and supervisors to 2,131,000 teachers).

4
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One Can readily 'see thlit the small nuiriber of authoritieS (Orninistratoreand
supervisors) compared wit4 the large nufithers of teachert prohibits their havingr
sufficient knowledge of the 'many teaching-learning situations to formulate speeffic,.
reasoned directives. The problem is' 64icerOated by the 'tact that most teachers are
isolated in separate classrooms with diverse groups.. of youngstergr Centrally mads,
directives thus become difficult,.if not impossible, to enforce. If we,were to'be Oen
partially assured that directives were being followed, in practtce, th number of
supervisors or administrators would haVe to. be increased many timex . he magnitude
of the bottorti-heavy system makes the cost of 'adequate regulation and monitoring
compliance bbviously prohibitive.

. .

"Loosely coupled" means that theistrof cornmand has many loose links. i

difficult for prinsiPals to closely monitor what teachers do in their classrooms. Hen
teachers may act quite differently Than their principals think, whether through unclarity '

.of the request or through resistance. In a system in which rewards are lOked 'to
seniority rather than performance, the principal has few ways to enforce requests, even
if knowledge. about each classroom were 'increased. Similarly, the strength 0( control
of Stiperintendents over principals, or state education agencies over school disfricts, is
much less than the military metaphor suggests. Decisions made centroily.may or may.
not be carried out by elassi'oom.teachers.

Secood; even. if teachers .were eager tO do 'no more than carry out exulicit
administrative directives, that option is not usuallj, ope.n to them. The directives
teachers receive are.often too vague ro give specifia guidance for classroom practice.
sInce the directives cover a wide variety of different areas and.are designed t ac ieve
multiple .goals, they, also often conflict with one another' (e.g.,' as wheu teachers are.
told to spend more time on direct instruCtion at the same time they are told to increase
the artiount of tisting'andrecord keeping). When vagueness-, multiplicity and.contra-.,
diction. are coupkikwith the'limjted time available to carry out the multiple directives;.
it simply beconieslinpossible to follow Orders. Teachers must chOose for themselves
Which of the diregiives to carry- Out, and they must interpret the implicatioos of the
chosen directives in iictualclassroom practice. It is ironic that the use of a model based'
on teachers' f011owing orders has ledloa'sltuation in which .teachers cannot po.sibly
"just -follow. orders." The multiple, sonflicting, 'vague demands cantfot"be
followed. Teachers must, and do, decide what policies to follow and.how to interpret,
those policies. (For more thbrough diseussion, see Schwille. Porter, et al., in press). :Yr.!

Finally, ven if teachers could be centrally'directed, it is unlike4 that any central
directive would be appropriate for all classrooms. Classrooms vary enOrmously in the

' dharactedsties of the studentS, of the teacher, and of the surrounding community. A
directive that produces excellent results with one group of students is unlikely to
.produce similar results with another. Rather than implementing a standard policy in all
.classrooms, a4eform mnst be modified toyit the particulars of each classroom, if the
reform is to be broadly successful.

Thus, we believe that there' are seriods flaws in the model of school improvement
that is based on a hierarchical model of top-down authority directions. The school
persorthel system that predominates today -is'described aSbotfoin-heavy," with a
pyramid drawing used,to illustrate .the teachers at the..13ottom: and the chief central
administration,at the top. Decisions.are made at the top and transmitted down the chain.
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of command to be carried out by the teachers at the base of the Oramid. The natural
interpretation of such a diagram is that the persons at the top are the most iMportant,
and the goal is to make the bottom parts of the pyramid best serve the wishes of the top.

This perspective oh the schools rah be changed by inverting this pyramid, placing
classroOm teachers at the top, and putting the administration at the base (see Figure-2).
In ihis view,, teachers, areregarded as the most iMPortant people, a portrayal consistenr
with ,the fact that they are closest ro.the children and must make decisions about what
goes on in -their ClassroomS, If well edutated, teachers are also in the best position to
assess needs and design educational strategies best fitted to the specific characteristics
of Individnal classrooms:.

ADNIINISTRATORS

"How do We get
teachers td do what
they are supposed

to do?")

Figure 2. .

, With this changed perspective, administrators and supervisors would 'conie to
yiew their responsibilities somewhat differently. They would define their roles less as
authyrity figures and' more as capacity. builders. They would work to enhance the
profesSional judgment anN 'capabilities' of teaChers as they carry out the important
functions of schook through direct interaction wiih youhgsters.

Teachers are making decisions .about 'the pperation of schools, and renewed
efforts to wrest those decisions from the hands of teacters and have them made
centrally are bound to be futile and harmful. Onc of the dea .! problems of past attempts
to improve schooling lies with the fop-down .model, of change and the technician role
assignerfto teachers. It is` not simply apatter of inadequa&attempts in carrying Out the
model; and therefore a new persOétive on school improvement and teacher education
must be taken.

The Requirements of Professional Teaching and Teacher Education
Three categories of important characteristics of teachers and schools aresuggest-.

ed: teachers' knowledge; teachers' capacity to make and act on decisions; arid teachers':
commitment to take their decision-making role seriously. Each of these categories
doscribes how teachers and their schools must be to make the best use of the people
who have the greatest impact on learners.

If teachers are to improve the functioning of the schools through bettering their
Llassroom decisions;they need to have a firm understanding of classroOm processes,
their impact on students, and their relationship to Me functions of schooling. Though

TEACHERS

A 'top-heavy" system

Administrators:
(e.g., "How, .

do we'get teach- :
ers,what they need

,* to effectively ac-
complish their mul-
tiple tasks?")
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.many things contribute to good decision making, in,depth knowledge of the factors and
processes relevant to the akernatives to be cons,derec is crucial. A decision,tnade in'
ignorance, or on the basis of meager or inaccurate information, can IterdlYix expected .

to lead to the solution offtifficult problems. To Make better judgments Omit teaching
academic subject matter, teachers must know about the subject matter, itspedagogy,
and its relationship to the individual's role in society. Having inAepth knOwledge
about subject matter require's going b4ond simple knowing about information that has
come to be accumulated (e.g., empirical facts and' various interpretations of them a§
they relate to certlin tqeic .World War biological evolution, or Renaissance
Art). Rather, knowing about subject matter requires rtidimenary understanding of how
kno.wledge is acquired ifl a particular'field and how it el:TO/es and grows as systematic
inquiry and rules'Of evidence are applied.andevaluated for their apparent integrity and
value. It requires knowing that knowledge in if field is dynamic and how eontinuing
decisions must .be !lade relative to priorities for !earnings that are judged Most basic
and most needed by an ever,changing society. Similarly`, to promote social integration
and educational equity, the teacher must understand past and existing problems related
to equity, understand what would contribute to their sokkion, and what role the schools
.can reasonably play. Ancl so-on for the.other functions.

To make better decisions, teachers not only need in-depth knowledge, but must
also have tl3e autonomy required to make decisions and nilact on those decisions. It is
argued that all teachers must make some decisions among .the various competing
demands placed on them. The value of these decisions will only be realized if teachers,
are permitted and encoUraged to make important pedagogicalcslecisions that go beyond
what would be considered appropriate -for "just" any smai-t and kind person who was,

, following managerial directives. Teachers need to be prepared for and expected to
exercise ifirormed judgments and make important decisions within the. framework of
broad institutional policy ,.guidelines. Further, teachers need tO. know that their
decisions Will not be reversegor interferred with, except on the basis of, very serious
iTunds. The autohomy to carry through .on decisions is particularly important in
education since the short-term effects of teaching are uncertain and somewhat unpre-

,
mdictable..Hence;tne teptation is great to call fbia new strrategy too soon; just because

the effects of the initial, strategy -are not apparent; Yet is likely that the dedicated
adherence to. a given plan will be more effective in the long run than a series of
different strategies. If teachers are to make such etimmitmerits to their decisions, they
must knoW that they will have the right to continue wkh modest interference. To

, ...maintain this autonomy, it is helpful to have a community .of c011eagues who
understand the difficulties in teaching and share the conviction that one' must resist thc
temptation to change courses at the slightest provocation.,

Finally, Rr teachers to be processional they must be willing and able to give
proper weight to the important decisions they must make. It is difficult and time-
consuming to.make good decisions. It reqUires reflection on the particulars of the

. ,

classroom situation ahd on the probable.consequences of a course of action. Given the
'1. other constant,demandk.of the job, a teacher must take the time and have the energy to r

, reflect on decisions made and on decisimis be made. Doing this is bound to require
' More time outside the.classroom than teachers are sometimes able to Provide. leaching

becomes more than a nine-to-four job. Teachers must constantly push to make the extra
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effort required to reflect On past performance, and on. the consequences Of fq(ure
(.. performance. This commitnww to careful decision-making must alsb be a commitment

to put the needs of learners above teachers' personal advancement. The imprbvement
sougbt is assessed in terms of the .functions of schooling, and these. functions Zio not

. place the personal welfare of teachers in the foreVound. Hence, if teachers' decisions.
are to improve the way schools achieve their ffctions, they must also place those
functions., and consequently the students and the cc:immunity, ahead of their, own
personal interests. Collective teacher action, as well'as inaivictual teacher action, mugt
-conte to emphasize these commitments so -that the public recognizes "this sincere
concerti for, learning and schooling and becomes eager to provide the support systems
needed to realize a trulj, professional role for teachers.,

. This _piciure of what it would take to use teachers' classroom decisions and
judgment's to improve the functioning of schobling has emphasized teachers' brOad and
in-depth knowledge, litiainoliv, and comniittnent; the concept that encompasses* these
characteristics is professiOnalism. To say that teachers should be professional implies, ,
under this common definition, *that teachers should be highly knowledgeable, autono-
mous, and etnntnitted:

Prograths of [filcher education thai claim to-prepare persons for professional riihoe,.
therefore, Must adjust their offerings accordingly. More time than is presently
dvailable for teacher education must come to be systematically arranged. But .time
alone is-not the key, since a five or si x. mr training program cotild cOntinue to afford
.preparation, for a teaching role that is prrmarily technical in nature; an eventuality that

$' will likely perpetuate the problems in our schools and continue to drive talented ,

teachers into mOre intellectually challenging and responsible occupations. Practice in
teacher education must come to- afford opportunities to acquire broad and in-depth
knowledge and oppoikunities to develop understandings and attitudes about teaching
that fo$ter a serious commitnient and responsibility for informed teacher judgment and
decision-making. Pedagogical studies, such as the newly developed programs at
Michigan State University, will increasingly reflect this professional orientation.

Stimmiry.

-. '

,11_19 needed research and practice that will mostlikely enhance teacher education
in the fattire will be grounded in a profile of the effecti've teacher that acknowledges the
professional requirenients of the "school.teaching"'occupation. While some teaching
requirement§ will always contain aspects of performance that are labor-like, craft-like,
and artistic i411 nature, the research and teacher preparation programs of the future will
increasingly focus on the knowledge and 'information processing skills that are
requkite to informed professional decision-making. Such knowledge and skill Will be
related to the complex interplilyokteacher judgments that are required for effective'
response to the multiple and diverse youngster$ that attend school; In addition, the
knowledge and skills that are deemed important to professional teaching will also
acknowledge and reflect the multiple and competing functions that schools are

A
opected to By framing future practice in teacher education and future research
on teaching on the requirentents of professionals, we should Come to improve the
effectiveness of schools and the public's conception of effective teaching.
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1. 7

...',URRICULUM ISSUES IN
e' THE PREPNRATION OF TEACHERSI.,

-Dean Corrigan*

To set a tontexi for diseussing teacher education, consider the, following assump-
tions concerning the importance, organization and curriculum of teacher education:

: . ., .---Thelmportance of teacher Tducation . . .
7.

I . The education of a society can rise no higher than the qualifications of its
-teachers. To ignore or negleet the role of teacher education is to ignore the

- intellectual future of a country itself.

2: Unless mev and women of intelligence, spirit, "capacity forleadership, and
dtwOtion to human service are drawn into teacher education and intOfrie-
-schbols, very 'little can be expected of education.

3. Teaching is a matter of Ike and death. The tragedy is that rnost people do not
.

recognize the life arid death nature of teaching. Every moment in. the lives Of
teachers and pupils brings critical decisions of motivation; reinforcement,
'reward, ego enhancement, and goal direCtion. Proper professional decisions
enhance learning and life; improper decisions send the learner towards
incremental death in openness to experience and in ability to learn and
contribute to society. From this perspective, doctors and lawyers have neither
=more or less to do with life..atid death than do teachers. Indeed, if we do not
prepare quality reAchers we are not going to have quality doctors or lawyers,
or, for that matter, quality engineers or musicians. Because teaching is a
matter of, life and deaths it must be entrusted only to the most thoroughly
prepared professiOnals..

Orginization.and dev,elopment of teacher education
4. Teacher education is the preparation and research arm of the teaching

' profession; The profession will only be as strong as that arm.

5. OrganizOtionally, the teacher education program operates best when estab-
_

lished..as.alkokssidnal school or College, on the campus. Even* though the
teacher, education eniit Oraws upon the resburces of the total university, like
other professional ,colleges, it must have the authority as well 'as the
accountability and:responsibility for professional education, What is every-
body's responsibihiy is nobody's responsibility.

- o

*Dean C. Corligan. Dean College of Edtication..yexas A&M University

'Adapted-from a paper delivered zu the World Assembly of the International Council on Education fortTeaghing, Rome, Italy, July 22, 1982.
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6. Teacher preparation ia most effective when it is campus based and field
oriented.'To be effective, teacher education must be a collaborative effort
which involves the university, the organized teaching profession, and the
operating schOols and school systems., including their cOmmunities.

The curriculum for teacher education
7. The process of educating person'S to be teachers transforms them from lay

citizens tq professional educators. The role performance abilities of the
prospective teacher will be irnpoytantly altered during the preparation
process.

8. While recognizing the importance of a liberal education and of specialization
in one or more teaching fields, nothing Should obscure the fact that the
difference between an educated person and a professional teacher is pedago-
gy the science of teaching. .

9. A professiOn, to & worthy, of the name, must possess a clearly defined
common body of knowledge, values, and a repertoire of skills essential to
professional practice (professional culture).

10. :the life space (time, resources, access to university faculty) neCessary to
teach...prospective teachers what tney need to know and do to be competent
professionals must be provided.

I I. Quality controls to insure that graduates of teacher education programs
possess the essential knowledge and skill tO be "safe to place with clients" at
the point of entry into the profession must be established anTenforced. The',
teachlmedueation_program_must include the means for scregning and selec-
tion. Becoming a teacher is an earned-privilege-notjustiln individual choice.
Assessment criteria and procgdures should be in place at a erOrpoints----
in the preparation program which give teacher candidates an opportunity to
demonstrate their proldSsional qualifications. Governance structures, institu-
tional accreditation and individual 'certification and licensing policies and
procedures must be developed, monitiored and supported by the profession
itself.

I,. Teacher educators have an obligation to exemplify what they explicate. The
professional colic& or school can be no less than a model of the best
educational practice known to the profession and society.

While there are many curriculum issues confronting teacher educluors today,
will focus on just two issues that t believe are critical:

I. Proftssional knowledge base. How can we Athe teaching profession and its
training arm to identify, accept and teach a common body of knowledge, skill
and professional values essential to the practice of teaching?.

2. 'Quality Controls. j-low can We .get the profession and other collaborating
agencies to establisli . and enforce "quality controls" which ate -needed to
.insure that beginning teachers possess the required knowledge, skills and
values which make them "safe to place with clients" at the point of entry to
the profession?

.

L41_0_0, if we are utiable or unviillin2 to.deal with these issues teaching will not become
."real" proTe-SSitW
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ISSUE #1, KNOWLEDGE BASE

Three essential questions are being asked today about the content of teacher
preparation programs. They are: ( I) what should a beginning teacher know?, (2) what
should a beginning teacher be able to do? and (3) what is the state of the,art of the
knowledg e. associated with teaching and learning?

' A strong case can be made., that the sociarscience research literature associated
with teaching and learning is better and more consistent and reliableThan we have ever .

known before. Unfortunately, far too little of that knowledge base has been incor-
'porated into the preservice prOgrams of teacher education in the United States.

Sources that 'describe the curriculum of teacher preparation are worthy of
mentioning here. TheN, are: (1) The Proteach Project, University of Florida (1980-82)
and (Dave Smith, 1982); (2) Design for a Scool of Pedagogy, Teacher Corps,
Washington, D.C. and the Florida Beginning Teacher Progratn, Florida Teacher
Education Certification and Inservice Development Departnient (B.-0. gmith, 1981);
4nd (3) &cellettce in Our Schools,Teacher Education; An Action:Plan developed by
the National Education Association, (Sharon Robinson, NEA,.1982); (4).A Common

Project (Maynard Reynolds, 1980); (5) Extended Progri.fn Cnrriculum ReforM at the
Body of Practice fitr Teachers, the University of Minnesota, National Support Systems

"Nee'

University of Kansas (Dale Scannell, 1981); (6) the Caxe for Extended Programs,
University of xKentucky (George Denemark, 1980); and (7) Profiles of Excellence
(AACTE, 1982).

In my analysis, the nnost comprehensive description of the knowledge base
teacher education has been conducted by the teacher education projects in Florida. The
reconceptualized teacher education program contains 'seven basic ,components: (1)
extensive general education; (2) a comprehensNe gubject Matter knowledge base; (3) a
pre-education component including sociology, anthropology, psychology and other
ndergirding_ disciplines:- (4) ao foundational education area including educational

' psychology, tests and measurements, history or iihilosophy .of :education, and other
related areas; (5)*a generic pedagogical component approfrriate-to-teachers regardless
of level or subject matter; (6) a subject-specific pedagogical component appropriate
the age level.of students being taught or the subject matter for whIch the teacher is
responsible; and (7) a clinical and laboratory:component dealing with the knowledge
and experiences of a laboratory nature priors to clinical practice and during student
teaching and internships.

4-

The generic pedagogical component approPriate to teachers regardleSs or level or
subject matter is especially interesting. lt is divided .into the roles and functions of
teacher as teacher, teacher as person, and' teacher as professional. Then each of these is
subdivided into other content areas. For instance, the role of teacher as teacher has
fiye categories: (1) diagnosis; (2) instructional planning; (3) instructional management,.
(4) observation; and (5) ihterpersonal relations. Each of these areas has appropriate
knowledge and behaviors specified and each is validated by a research base. Almost all
of the research base for the Florida model comes from research done- in classrooms.
Also; feedback and review was sought from classroom teachers as well as university
based researchers.

Many agencies contributed to these research efforts. The research orrs teacher
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education Was, linked with the research on more effective schools; mastery learning,
time on task, 'direct instruction, etc. In the Floridamodel, for example, special use was

'made of research on tilachers' pedagogical judgment, plans, and decisions as de-
veloped by Shavelson, and the Rand Corporation with the stipport of the Natitinal
Institute for Education. The work of Brophy (1978) on Classroom Organization and
Management which was supported by the Institute fOr,Research on Teaching in:the
College pf Education at. Michigan State University and funded by the National Institute
for cation was also cited as especially worthwhile.

The NEA Excellence in Schools; Teacher Education: An Action Plan, (kObinsons,
1982) which started as a joint effort 'with the AACTE Profiles of Excellence Task
Force, focuses on .major functions of teaching in- the classroom: ( I) facilitating
learning;'(2) managing the classroom; and (3) making decisions...These functions are
recommended as the basis for the design, development and implementation.(if college
programs. A sample of teacher actions is provide& under each of the ,aforementioned
major functions. An extensive list of the learnings, skills and `field based experiences
are cited in the Action Plan and are meant to provide teacher preparation institutions
'with thc foundation for reorganizing,programs.

Thc American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, in a efInpanion
effort to the one that produced the NEA Action Plan, has described what\beginning
teachers should know andte able to do. AACTE's Profiles of Excellence Ask Force
through,a series of interactions with NEA and other professional groups is trying jo
spell out the essential knowledge base for beginning.teachers. There appears to be
agreement that all professional programs should include: (a) the comprehensive study
of pedagogy, including field experiences in teaching and learning settings, foundation-
al studies, generic teaching domains and specialized. pedagogical knowledge; (b) a
soli&foundation in general education or liberal studies including basia,skills; (c)
advanced study in one or more jeaching fields; and (d) an interdisciplinary view of the
disciplines undergirding education. These latter: preprofessional studies include such
areas "as psychology, sociology, anthropology philosophy., political seicnce and
economics with an emphasis on brescriptions for the work of the teacher in the
classrobm and not merely memorization (Denemark, 1981).

Also, it is the consensus of all the aforementioned organizations and individuals
working on the content of teacher education that the complexities of teaching require
ri-gortis preservice preparationt Teachers need to be well educated 'in liberal an&
general -sfildic,siocc all school teachers are, teachers of general education. Further-
niore, it iS assumed that air-ess ne.&11 preparation component for both elementary and
secondary school teaching is indepth SIudy ollacademic disciplines that relate to ihose
portions of the school curriculum for which a teacnerhas-irrstructionalresponsibility.

Another 'fundamental assertion is that all teacher preparatiOirTiograms _should
have clear and explicit program objectives derived from the profession's conceptiof---
the teacher's role. There should be a -direct and oGvibus relationship betwcen these
objectives and the teacher education curriculum.

Anyone Who does not possess the tequired knowledge and skills inclitdcd in tho
curriculum is "unsafe" to place with students as their teacher. For example, in the

, pedagogical area of study all begianing teachers mist demonstrate: (1) a knowledge of
leprners their individual differences ,and special learning needs and style of
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learning; (h) knowledge of teaching methods including differentiated instruction and
clasSroom management; (3) knowledge of fesources appropriate for specific learning
levels and the use of a wide variety .of teaching tools including computer aided
instruction; (3) knowledge:of evaluation, iticluding the validation and interpretation of
tests; (e) knowledge of ihe education setting, the nature of the school as an institution
and the ability to work with parents;.. and (f) knowledge of the profession of teaching
and the ethics that guide it.
, All of these program components are essential .to the preparation of a teacher.

Each contributes to the shked, systematic and scientific knowledge-base for pedagog-
.

' ical decisions (Corrigan, 1982).
Also, all, teacher education Programs- must incorporate experiential as well as

theoretical components. The prbposed Action *Plan of the NEA as well as all-of the
other aforementioned programs eniphasize the importance of field based experiences
beginning with the first, education course and continuing throughout the entire
program.

Even with the aforementioned consensus regarding its importance, it is my view
that field experience continues to be the most neglected aspect of teaAer education.
Teacher preparation programs today too often have been lecture oriented, partly
because of time-and resource limitations which constrain the programs; the format and
teaching Strategies have been similar to other areas of university study, (Haberman,P>:
1982). The fundamental problem is that this api#oach grossly- uhderestimates the
complexity of preparing a person for effective teaching,

Education graduates do not feel that they are particularly competent as' a result of
their having been through the programs. And, in fact, they are not. Teacher education
programs have insufficient impact on prospective teachers because- what is taught has
little transfer to classroom practice, and there is much that cannot be taught or cannot
be taught well because of the place'in which teacher education -is conducted. One dd'es
not adequately learn to teach by just learning about it. It is also necessary to develop a'
strong "theory in use foundation in the study of the profession itself which gets at the
role of the teacher as a professional advocate for the educational rights and needs of
children..Onei semester of student teaching near the end of the teacher education
program is not adequate.

Quality teacher education 'must include programs and facilities for extensive
laboratory and field-based. experiences as well as for the more traditional approaches.
Most that prepre---teeehers_have neither program time, resources, nor facilities for
making such, experiences adequately *available. Such inadequacies have produced a
"hardening of the categdries." Tkre is no reason why we cannot organize education
programs vertically rather than haptizontally, so that students can study professional
education. a specific diseipline or disciplines, and have direct experiences simultane-
ously. Each of these dimensions adds meaning to the other as they are integrated into
the professional growth of the prospective teacher.'

Engagement with the real world of teaching should begin hs soon as a person
thinks he or she wants to teach. Useful work divided np into achievable goalS for.the
fridSt inexperience(h and gsadually increasing the required performance, is thd,ideal
form of preparati9n. All dimensiods of teacher education liberal arts, specialization
in a discipline or broad fieldS, professional studies; and personal study of self can be
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integrated if they are offered throughout the lifetime career of teachers while they are
both practicing and studying new approaches to teaching (Corriepn, 1974). Moreover,
knowledge about the editcative process such as the nature of children and youth, the
nature of subject matter, the nature of the educational setting school and society, the
nature of the process of learning, the nature of teaching, the nature of instructional
materials and media, the nature of one's self, the nature of the profession, and the
nature of t valuation cannot be taught meaningfully in isolation of the coMplex

. problems t which tliey are to be applie (Corrigan, 1974).
Because I believe in the integrat. n of.theory and practice, I recommend that The

teaching profession reject fifth year programs in contrast to five year program models,
that propose four years of liberal arts with a fifth year of professional work tacked on to ..

.- the end, Such prOgrams do not provide for integration. The concept of "theory in use"
is ps important for the 'liberal arts courses, especially the undergirding disciplines, as it,,
is for professional education courses.

ISSUE #2, QUALITY CONTROL

I

Unless the loopholes which bypass professional Program evaluation areplugged,
efforts at quality control by teacher education institutions and the teaching profession
will continue to be undermined, State and local boards of education, school superinten-
dents and state legislatures must begin to be held accountable for holding to "entry to
profession" criteria alongLwitti teachers and teachereducators.

In the United States, using the shortage of teachers as a rationale, groups such as
State and National Task Forces on Higher Education, (Scanlon, et.al., 1982).Regional
Educational boards (SREB, 1981) and even State Legislatures, such as the LegislatUre.
of tte State of Virgin'it(Ingall, 1982) are proposing that graduates with baccalaureate
degrees in science and'hithematics be sent into classrooms to learn "on the job,"
without adequate profmional preparation. Such recommendaticins are not only incon-
sistent with a professed commitment to quality control, they demean the profession of
teaching and.show a lack of understanding of the kind of knowledge and skills needed
by. elementary and secondary school teachers. To propose that 'people who lack
esseptial "entry Ievel" professional requirements be placed in classrooms is to invite
ihe kind of failure that will fUrther erode the public's confidence in the teaching
profession. Furthertnor; if the futdre is anything like the past, we can be sure that
colleges of education which will haye no part in educating or'hiring these unqualified
"teacher substitutesv will be blamed by ihe critics for lack of quality teachers in the
schools.
p I'm sure the medical profession would never accept such a recommendation.
Initial qualifications, referred to as "safety -,to client" criteria in some otlier._profes-
sions, must b'e insured by cdmpletion of an approved program of study whielfrneludes
essential knowledge and Skills, and demonstrated competence Under supervision.
Certainly, there should be an induction period under the guidance of a supervisorin the
local school setting but that peridd of inductibn should be preceded by a period of
student teaching as an integral Tart -of all national and state approved pre-scrvice
teacher education programs. The intellectual future of children is at stake hdre as well
as the status of the profession.
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As a result Of P,L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, there
are many mildly harnlicapped children in regular classrooms.who require the skillS of
teachers who possess knowledge about the -special learning needs ,. of handicapped
children (Gtosenick and Reynolds,.Reynolds, 1978). In addition to knowledge about
the various handicapping conditions, teachers need to know about .the wide Variety of
learning materials for use in developing.lndivi ualEdicational Plans that are now

t;,required by law. Science.and matheMatics:teachers must have this knowledge and skill .

as well as teachers of other disciplines. All teachers today have both educational and '
legal obligations tri the children'they serve. 1

,

The teaching profession itself and members of its training arm, faculty of colleges
of education, must take the lead in establishing quality controls in teacher eclucation as
well as at variotis levels of the profession.of teaching. We mast require that teacher
educasion institutions meet, and improve upon, existing standards *four points in. the
training of teachers: (1) admisOon to the college or university, (2) Matriculation into a
teactier education program,- (3) prior to the student teaching, and (4) after a period of
dernonstrate4 competence in the classroom. Licensing shOuld tbeawarded only after
this period 6f demonstrated competenee during a year's internship under the supervi-
sion of a mentor or a local review board of professional peers or a.cooperatini teacher
center. This internship shOuld be an integral part of all pre-service teacher education

'programs.. . fo .

Examinations should be included as one aspect of teacher education programs. All
tests should be administered by the college reSponsible for the program and the test
items should be related to the goals and _objectives of the program. Tests should be
considered as one iniportanf component in a comprehensive assessment system; they
should not be "laid on" as a single definition of teacher competency by.rany state or
national agency or legislature (Corrigan, 1982). In the United'States today there is
great danger that the Public will become prisoners of the idea,that testing teachers has
solved all the problems of quality in teacher education (Elam, 1981). At least 34. states
have initiated efforts to use such measures (Sandefur, 081) and 10 of these are
advocating admission tests. The ivc.ent Gallup Poll indicates that a significant majority
of American parents believe that licensure examinations should be instituted.

To develop the public trust that the profession can be accountable and responsible
for* its own testing and other forms of quality control, new teeth must be put into
national accreditation and state program approVal standards. Agencies that accredit and

-certify teachers must insure the validity and appropriateness of. the instruments and
evaluation procedures used. They must also insure thara tight coupling exists between
the goals, curriculum and, evaluation aspects of all teacher preparation programs that
they, approve.

Furthermore, the profession itself must provide incentives by building critetia for
excellence into its evaluation policies and procedures as well as maintaining minimum
standards. The problem with minimum standards is that they are not high standards.
Too often.minimums become maximumS. When this happens the good becomes the
enemy of the better. I do not mean to minimize the importance of.spending profession-
al time and energy in the development of national professional standards or program
licensing board approval procedures. We must have these minimum standards as a
foundation on which to build. As a profession, whenever we propose minimum
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standards .we muSt simultaneously coinmit ourselves to devotifig an equal 4nount of
! inceinive, time, and energy to the development of creative ways to exCeed the

minimums:

CONCLUSION

The moist important chVenge facing colleges of education, the teaching profes-
sion, educational task forces, and legislative subcommittees studying teaching and
teacher education today is -to make sure that the shortage of teachers is not used as a
rationale for' going sfow on standards, new quality control, procedures and needed
ttnprovements in schbols and colleges:of education. There is no evidence- to show that
lowering standids in hiring teachers br lowering the requirements for admission into
teacher education programs increases the supply of teachers or increases enrollments in
teacher education. In fact, there is pbably more evidenCe to show that lowering
tandards drixes the best students and the est t hers away from teaching as a career.

The problems of teacher education are no nsoluble, but they are not problems
that simple solutions orminor tinkering will co ect. More fundamental changes in the
education system are needed. These Changes must occur in.school settings a well as in
the universities. Central to a new 'design of teacher education for the 1980's and
beyond is recognition.of the fact that preservice education, inservice education and t4g
.schools and colleges themselves, are interrelated and interacting components a one
education system. We must replace our present discamected approach with a new
partnership that provides an interlocking process of educji.i, icattrl---kprovement and
teacher education at all.levels of the educational spectrum. Resources, both financial
and personal, must be directed toward strategies that link schools seeking to change
with teacher;education ing'titutions seeking: to break out of obsdlete patterns of
preparation.
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1,
THE CONTENT ,IN TEACtER EDUCATION-PROGRAMS

David C. Smith*

There are those who might_suggest that, by clear and direct inference; this paper
constitutes ad indictment of teacher preparation programs as we know them today.
That inference is based upon the supposition that if Current wacher preparation
programs are inadequate in their content, they must be fatally flawed in some
fundamental fashionl Not so. Educators need not offer an apology for currently
existing teacher prepavion programs: For the most part, present programs have served
us acceptably. They have resulted iii the preparatiovt of cadre of teachers that, in the
main, have served our youth, our parents, our schools, and our nation well. Within the-
last half century, America's Jachers ,liave prepared individuals we have led our
nation, contributed to major medical acKances add launched satellites and shuttles.

Teacher preparation programs have done especillywell in view of the restrictions
placed upon them. Teacher education programs enjoy (suffer is perhaps a better wordy
grossly inadequate funding, inadequate staff and facilities that hardly rank among the
most lavish found on our campuses. The inadequate funding available for teacher
'education programs has been compellingly documented (Passeau & Orr, 1980). It has
been established that frequently the cost of programs to prepare teachers is lowerthan
the cost of plograms for teachers to teach students. Allc too often, the formulas for
funding programs'in higher education.support teacher preparation programs at a more
frugal level than virtually any other programs on our college campuses. Buf, perhaps,
the greatest restriction of all has been that of inadruate, and, in some cases, even
diminishing time tO prepare professional educators in an increasingly demanding field
(Smith & Street, 1980). A reduction in the time available foy professional preparation
.during a parallel ;period of rising expectation for professional perf&mance seems
especially inconsistent and, perhapt, even irrational. It touches the heart of the
problem faced by teacher educators today.

It is abundantly clear that theYse is great societal concern over the perceived
inadequacy of teachers and teacher preparation. Eviience of that concern may be found ,
in a variety of sources. You may remember with vivid clarity the recent cover of Time
proclaiming to all who had been taught to read that teachers can't teach. The shocking
examples cited in the Time article dealt with 'virtual teacher illiteracy. It dealt, though
less harshly. with the inability of teachers to teach (few eve!, posed the question as to
how teachers could pass presumable rigorous courses offered by -our colleagues in
colleges of liberal arts and sciences). Network news'specials painted a bleak picture of
the ability o.f teachers to function effectively in classrooms.:Newsweek followed with a
pessimistic portrayal of the teachers of our nation.

*David C. Smith. Dean, Colle'ge of Education. University of Florida
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Educators, who are required to,deal With legislators, both at state and national
levels, recognize all too, well that we do not fall in the category of the.favored few. For
example, a recent report published by the Sttouthern Regional Education Board calls for
major action to:presumably improve the quality of the teaching corps in the schools of
our portion of the United States. This report appears to have precipitated increasing
disenchantment with teacher preparation programs and.deliberations in a variety of oue
state legishuures in our region confirnts a substantial crisis of confidence in the
preparation Of the teachers who, staff our schools. In some cases, recommendations
within ihe report are clear and explicit. Yet sonie appear simplistic and recall solutions
which were ineffective with regarq to similar problems faced in the 60's and offer 'little
likelihood of success today.

Any argunient or assertion that teacher preparation Programs, as we titivo known
then1 for over half a century, are perfect beyond concepti9, is .neither credible nor
acceptable'. I, for one, am ready to acknowledge that there is much to- be done to
improve the preparation of the teachers who Shape the minds. ntl-a-l-teHhe hearts of our
mOst valued and valuable resource. We need the support of individuals who are, in -a
position to help Us acquire the reSources necessary to accomplish our task at an
increasingly demanding level: In addition, our critics 'need our help. All too often,'
those who are 'critical of ,teacher education have astonishingly little fundamental
understanding of the essential components of teacher preparation prograrns, their
design,(Und intended function., For example, many crities who,feel that we need more
'subject matter in teacher preparation programs don't understand that it is. typical for
secondary education preparation programs to require between 75% and 83% of the
coursework outside of the College of Education. In some cases between two-thirds and
three-fourths'of a four-year program for the preparation of elementary school teachers
is taken outside the College of Educafion. Unknowledgeable crities l'requently have
inaccurate and distorted views of what constitutes teacher preparation programs. We
can assist them, and perhaps ourselVes, by trying to . provide them with accurate
information ,about the nature and scope of teacher preparation programs as we know
them today. In seeking program improvenient, ft might also'he helpful to have some
knowledge of the nature of teacher preparation programs as they existed 50 years ago.
For example, those professionS that have made major gains in both social esteem and
salary during.the past half century, have almost inevitably.been those profeSsions that
have substantially increased the qualifications required to practice thdir craft.

Teacher educators that seek to escape the traditional boundaries or parameters
placed upon training programs need to consider the following questions:

I. What should beginning teachers know in order to 'Unction effcctiveljt for the
majority of their dareer.in the 21st century?

2. What should beginning teachers be able to do to function at a fully Orofessional
level .at the time of entry in to the profession?

3. What is the state of the art of the knowledge asSociated with teaching and
. learning? .

If teacher preparation prierams'are designedvith these essential questions in mind, we
may define the content .of .teacher preparatiOn prOgrams in a 'substantially different ...

fashion than we may have in the past. To illustrate this process, 1 will briefly describe
our kROTEACH activities at the University of Florida.
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PROTEACH

A strong cast3 can .be made that the social science research literature associated
with teaching and learning is better, more consistent and reliable than we have ever
known before. UnfortUnately., far t,00 little of that knowledge base appears to be in the
proeess'of being incorporated into the ,preservice preparation programs ,of teachers.
There is simply no.t adequate time available in existing progranis to sufficiently absorb .

the content whiA needs to be incorpaated into preparation programs. The literature to
which 1.,refer Has .been discussed and deseribed b3/ B. 0. Smith, MacDonald, De-
nemark, and others. fragments of that knowledge are known to most, if not ail of us.
-But; it- should be acknowledged that.. a . comPrehensive review of the full scope .of
contemporary social science research dealing with teaching and learning is.difficultio
acquire.

.

At the UnNersity of Florida, we have been working since March, 1980,'on the
question of teacher education eontent appropriate to reconceptualized .program. We
have, been trying io develop a reconceptualized;program based upon the best, most
eonsistent and reliable knowledge available. in those cases where the reserarch
knowledge base is inadequate, or appears inadequate, we have ,relied upon the- best
availabl t! eonventional wisdom.

Prior to committing oyrselve4; to the deliign of a reconceptudized teacher
- preparation program, individual meetings were held withkey state Cigures. In the vast
majority 4of .cases; those individuals supported our effort in the need to extend the
preparation of teachers. After it was established that we appeared to have a sufficient
'support base.within th state to attempt this task, meetings were lield with faculty. The
meetings with faculty indicated that sufficient support existed within the college to
embark upon our effort.

Shortly' after the determination that we did want to try to engage in the
development of a reconceptualized teacher preparation program, we held our
TEACH] Conference. At this meeting, we.brought together the faculty of our college,
accompanied.by approximately an equal number of practitioners from throughout the
State .urban teachers and rural teachers,prineipals, superintendents:representatives
-of the Departmotof Education.and others. The primary purposeof the meeting was to
address two of the essential questions described earlier.

What should a beginning teacher know?
What should a beginning teacher be able to do?

The questions were addressed in anoextraordinarily constructive fashion by faculty and
practitioners alike and that effort was extremely useful as we secabout our effort.

Following our PROTEACH 1 Conference, we held our PROTEACH II Confer-
ence. The purpose of. this conference was essentially to draw together our,faculty,
supplemented by knowledgeable individuals with an understanding of majornational
activities in teacher preparation. These resource persons were very helpful in-describ-
ing portions of research literature, discussing the national climate for change in teacher
education and in helping us get a beder grasp of the scene beyond the.State of Florida.
During that general interval, we formed a steering committee composed of representa7
tive faculty and members of the college administration to help us chart our course
through a long and difficult labyrinth. The Steering Committee has members of the.
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faculty from our Department or Subject Specialization and Teacher EducatiOn (second-
ary education). tram 'General Teacher Education (elementary education)a. our Depart-
ment of FoundattOns of Education, the Director of Planning and Development for the !

College, a member of the faculty from Instructional Leadership and Support, the
Assistant and Associate Deans or the College, and the Dean of the College of
Education who is chair. .

We also have a Planning. Committee which meets less often and reviews the
overall progress of our PROTEACH effori. he Planning Committee is compose-d of
the members of the Steering committee and.-in additiom has representative faculty
members from the Collegq of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the .College or Fine Arts, the-
College of Health, Physical Education iTheRecreation, the Collcge or Agriculture;
representatives of the praCticing school community (both teachers and administrators)
and representatives of the Suite Department of Education. That group has.been helpful
and, on occasion, constructively critical. The purpose or the committee is to 'review, the
activity Of PROTEACH to.date and to .make suggestions for Mid-course corrections as

'we procee.d. with our itdcsign effort. Fkally, and probably most important, a set of
faculty'committees has developed a serieS of vafUable materials and statements that we
hali,e used internally to try to describe the elements of the program as thLiy appear fr.

shape. Those materials include:

I.
a

A statement of the assumptions which appear to support and undergird a
reconceptualized program; 4

2. A:planning document designed to help Its prOceizd in a thoughtlul and orderly
manner;

3. PROTEACH 1 conference report;

4. PROTEACH 11 confersence report;

5. A brief paper on the nature of knm ledge that deals With a description of the
knowledge which appears appropi aV) a redeSign or our teacher preparation
program;

6. Steering Committee minutes and other internal documents: and

7. Reports of variouslask.forceS and other 'committees which are probably the
mos/ comprehensive set of documents describing the 'knowledge that we
believe- needs to be incorporated into a reconceptualized 'teacher education

ogram.

Along with these activities in Aich we-haveeen engaged and materials that we
have developed, it would be useful to describe the basic eleMents which we believe to
be central to the development of a 'reconceptualized teacher preparation- program,
litsofar as possible, ..we attempted to use existing., terms and 'Commonly accepted
descriptions and definitions of-elements of teacher education programs. We felt that
communication' among ourselveS and others would be hampered by: trying to describe
in unique or novel ways, elements of prOgrams in terms that are inconsistent with
current prtactice. 1 shoult1 also indicate that even though the labels may be consistent'
with current practice, the scope of the knowledge that we might include in' those
components may go beyond what.is currently possible, given the restrictions which
many teacher preparation programs encounter. At any rate. let me try to bnumerate
them and describe them very briefly. .
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Program Components

We believe that it is essential that our conceptualized teacher education program
contain a rigorous and extensive general- education component, The nature of our
society and the expectations for a professional teacher demand that these individualbe
broadly educated and able to serve as exemplars to the youth whom they. teach. In like
manner, we regard a .comprehensive and demanding subject matter knoWledge base as
centr d to the, preparation of teacher. Teachers should have a clear command of their

-t matter well beyond any levels expected of their students; and the burogeoning
rate with which man is acquiring new knowledge makes this,. expectation more
important than it 'may have ever been before.

We expect a prtXeducation component within our reconceptualized program. In
our view, a preeducation component deals with the .set of knowledge which would
provide a teacher, with a better understanding of the societal Milieu in whia he/she is
likely to function. In all likelihood, such a requirement will include such areas as urban
sociology, rural sociology, cultural anthropology, social psychology and general_

.,oisychology. We regard this component as,essential for teachers, regardless of the level
c.714.he subject matter areas for which they may be responsible,

Afoundational education component is also expected to be an important element
within our program. The foundational, educational component may include educational
psyChology, tests and measurements, brief general background on the history and
philosophy of education and, perhaps, other related areas. hi addition, we are working
to describe the genetic pedagogical component of our program, which deals with a set
of knowledge appropriate to all teacher's. I will discuss that element in a little bit more
detail later. We have made special efforts to describe.the knowledge base associated
with the generic pedagogical component. .The elements., of that component were
developed with care after an analysis of practitioners and faculty perceptions regarding
what a beginning teacher should know and be able to do. They also encompassed a
review of a number of major studies of national scope.of teacher preparation.

We .also envision die requirement of a subject-specific pedagogical copponent.
That component deals with the specific pedagogical content appropriate to the age level
of students or the subject matter for which the teacher is responsible. Specia l. methods
would be included in this, category, as might specific content associated with the
particular developmental level of the learner.

In addition, a Committee has been assigned the task of designing a `clinical and
laboratory comfionent in our reconceptualized teacher preparation program. This
clinical and laboratory component deals with the knowledge and the experiences which
we expect to provide students of a laboratory nature prior to the time they begin their
clinical practice and to describe the length and nature of the internship for student
teaching.

These then, constitute the seven basic areas of our reconceptualized teacher
preparation program. You will recognize that they are not a dramatic neparture in large
measure from the. content of prograMs with which, you may be familiar. To get a sense
of what we are trying to accomplish, I will briefly describe a portion of the' content
associated with the7 generic component of reconceptualized teacher preparation pro-
gram.
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We proposed that there are three teacher roles reflected in the generic pedagOgical
component: teacher as 'teacher; teacher as a person; and teacher as a professional. In the
first role, teacher as teacher, five behavioral categories, were specified: diagnosis,
instructional planning, instructional Management, observationand interpersonal rela-
tions. In Yiew of time restrictions. I will only attend to task force reports on diagnosis,
instructional planning and instructional management.

Diagnosis
The Task Force on .Diagnosis rePorted that the most efficient, valid and reliable

methods -for assessing student .behavior are grounded in a rich body of empirical
research -and demonstration studies. On the other hand., the uses of diagnostic
information by classroom teachers has been, and will continue to be, determined by
conventional wisdom or 'by current pedagogical theory, instructional philosophy,-
societal .expectations and eyen legislative,requirements (i.e.: PL 94442). It seems

,cmcial to prepare today's teache'r in both technical aspel,cts of diagnosis an the
utiiitarian,,asRects. To restrict instruction in diagnosis to only the first category w uld
leave thd beginning teacher illTprePacea to deal with. the realities oiclassroom life and
the decisions that heishe must make on adaily basis . . . We think that it wotild be

-.vital to teacher preservice teachers to make the distinction between these different
types of Concepts in a diagnosis. We point out that there.is no such thing as 'enduring
truth' in a dynamic area like educational diagnosis. Even empirical evidence may shift
over time as student populations and assessment practices change. It would be folly for
a curriculum committee to try to spell out in detail what diagnostic concept should be
included .(or excluded) from Professional curriculum."

What do perspective teachers need to know about diagnosis? We have concluded
that there are five major areas in which teachers should have professional diagnostic

..training. These include:. -

1. The role of diagnosis in educational evaluation and decision making/
a. What types of evaluation must teachers make?
b. .What is the role of diagnosis in educational evaluations?. 'K. ,
c, What models of diagnosis and evaluation are,useful eor educhrion?-

d. How can these models be applied _in teaching 'settings?
,e, How should teachers set standards for student performance?

2. Diagnosis of individual learner needs.
a. What types of information does th,e teacher need to make decisions?
b. What methods are useful for diagnosis (including cla-ssroom and standar-

dized tests,ats well 8 more informal procedures)?
t. What skills and concepts do teachers need to judge the quality of diag stic

procedures and the accuracy of the information they yield?
d. What skills do teachers need to interpret results of diagnostic procedures?
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3: Diagnosis for group instructional needs:
a. What types of information are needed to determine that thc group is

meeting instructional goals?
b. What methods should be used to gather such information?
c. What skills do teaChers need to interpret results of these, diagnostic
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procedures?
d. What skills do teachers need to assess the quality of this information?

4. Diagnosis in special subject areas.
a. What are the diagnostic needs which every teacher requires?
b. What does every teacher need to know about selecting, evaluating, and

administrating standardized diagnostic tests?
c. What does everY teacher need to know about interpretation of diagnostic

test results for use in instructional planning?

5. Diagnosis for specific exceptionalities.
a. What diagnostic skills and knowledge does every teacher need to identify

children who were not referred for specialized diagnostic procedures?
b. How should the typical classroom teacher interpret and use the results of

diagnostic tests in instructional planning for the e\xceptional child in the
normal classroom?

The task force emphasized that these illustrative concepts, behaviors, and refer::
ences constitute only the tip of the iceberg for the knowledge areas that theY represent
and they hope that future planning committees who use these materials will keep that in,
mind at all times. In dealing with the elements of diagnosis just described, the
*committee selected knowledge areas, concepts, behavioralindicators, and illustrative
'sources for eaith inorder to assist subsequent committees in the develobrnent of
components for our instructional program.

Instructional Planning
A second task force dealt with instructional planning. The Task Force on

Instructional Planning defined the process as that used by teachers in deciding what and
how to teach. The task force accepted a widely-recognized "planning model which

-prescribed four elements in the, sequence of planning:

I precise 'specification of objectives

2. assessment Of the entry behavior Of,students

3. the design and implementation of an instructional sequence

4. evaluation.
They nOted that the simplicity and logic of sUch a rational model appealed to many
theorists.

In their review of research on teacher planning, they-gave major emphasis to, two
aspects which 'were regarded as important to beginning teachers --the content of
"teacher plans" and the, process of teacher planning. Research pertaining to each of
these areas was reviewed within their task force'report. The task force cOncluded that,
"When teachers plan, they plan about: objectives, the content to be tpught, learning
activities, time for instruction, and the methods of evaluating the lesson or the
instructional plan," This report discussed researchin each of those areas. While time
does not permit the discussion of the summaryc,of the research in detail, suffice it to
indicate that the task Wee report does deal with those data in some detail.

I would also like to call your attention to a description of .instruction format
developed by Ihe Florida Beginning Teacher Program Coalition for the Development
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of a, Performance Evaluation System. This effort has been coordinated thrOugh the
Office of Teacher Education Certification and Inséri/ice Development of the Depart-
ment of Education in Tallahassee, Florida. I -would be remiss if I did npt acknowledge
the particular efforts ofDr. B. 0. Smith in suptiorting the work of the.coalition. In their
consideration of instruction format, specific, attention was given to the total group/lee-
ture,,the total .group/lecture:disctissiori, the total group/recitation, the total group/in-
teraction, the total group/independenf work, sub-group/disparate work and lesson type.

The coalition also considered/in Jetail the management of subject matter. The
,management .of subject matter in ed the management of conceptual knowledge,
explanatory knowledge, content 1vels, discourse, arid emphasig. I should call your
attention to a review of reSearch dr teachers' pedagogical judgment plans and decisions
developed .by Sha'vekon, the Rand Corporation and UCLA With the support of the
Natio.nal Institute for Education. This review focused upon the teachers' judgment,
teachers'.'planning, and teachers' interactive decisiOn.4nakitig and contains an exten-
sive set of annotated references. All of tfrese sources of information, and others,, are
being utilized in the .development of our generic knoWledge base component for
teacher -preparation.

Instructional Management
A third task force dealt with instructional management. The report of the Task

Force,on Instructional Management interpreted the area of their review to include "all
of.those activities, of the teacher that occurred during the conduct 'of the instruction in
the classroom, within the -domain or whatemight be called strategies, method and
Methods or techniques of instruction." The task force report was divided into the areas
or "direct instruction, physrcal environment in the use of space, individualized'
instruction. instructional 'resources in the classroom and commimity, small group
instruction, team teaching, and classroom managemefit." For exaMple, in the area of
direct instruction, four specific sub-areas were considered:

I. direct instruction .

2, engaged time, task on task
3. teachers questioning behavior

4. teacher efficacy

"In the last five to ten years:, the pr'ofession of education has witnessed the
emergence or an increasingly firm consensus among researchers and practitioners
about their relationships between teacher behaviors and the academic 'achievements of
students-in their clases." Specific new insights have developed in relation to suth
factors as the importance of "time on task" as a specific factor in improving student
achievement. The importance ol structure classroom management behaviors and
presence, of' low, negative teacher affect is clear. "Patterns of instruction asociated
with what has come to be called 'direct instruction' seemed correlated with successful
efforts to improve student achievement in standardized tests of basic skills." This;
section of the Task Force, Report on Instructional Management sampled some of the
more important areas of that consensus. In the presentation of the task force report, the

-concepts important to beginning teacher's were identified, defined, indicators pre-
sented, and sources of information provided. This format was conSistently followed
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throughout the Task Force Report on Instructional Management. It provides a data-
base& set a concepts useful and -appropriate for beginning teachers.

A description of the management of class 'time d6ne by the Florida Beginning
Teacher Progrnm Coalition for the Development of a Performance fivaluation System
through the Offii:e of Teacher Education Certification and Inservice Staff Developm.mt
in the Departmentof Education was also developed. This effort, too, was assisted by
the insight and expertise of B. 0. Smith:and provides a highly structured and
organized description of the set 0( skills which are essential for beginning teachers if

-they are to manage class time effectively. I would .als call your attention to a paper
developed by Jere Brophy on Classroom Organization a t Management which was
supported by the institute .for Research on Teaching in the 'ollege of Education at
MiChigan State University and funded by the National Instit for Education for a
conference held at Arlie House in Warrington:Yirginia earlier this year. gain,

all of these data are being considered and incorporated into a generic component for the
preparation of beginning,teachers..

CONCLUSION

'In like manner, I could continue'with repurts, of .thu.Task Forces on Observation,
Interpersonal Relations, Teacher as a.Person, and:reacher as a Professional. Rather, I
shall, cite sources in the referenceS for the information to which I refer in this paper,
including the entire set or task, force reports, plus recently developed .information
'which parallels, but does -not duplicate the elThrt of our faeulty.. All of this is to
suggest, rather than to document in detail, that a better, more substantive, consistent
and reliable data base exisk for the preparation of truly professional teachers than we
have ever known before. Educators have been so ;4tretched in recent years thid we have,
simply not had a legitimate opportunity to incorporate much of this body or knowledge
into our preservice preparation programs. Furthermore, even if we had the inclination
and made the effort, there Is Nsimply not sufficient available time in preservice
preparation programs to permit us to deal with the acquisition of this knowledge in a
substantive fashion;. thus, the need to press strenuously for extended teacher prepara-
tiOn .programs.

I should also acknowledge that I am Painfully aware that I have not attempted to
deal in detail with other important areas of a teacher preparation program, including the
clinical component, the subject specific component, a preeducation component, the
nature ()La general education component appropriate to the preparation of teachers, and,
the subject matter component for teachers in a variety of' teaching fields. All of this
represenk necessary and difficult -work, but clearly'. exceeds the scope of this paper.

At this point, let me simply 'acknowledge that the stakes for the extension or the
preparation of beginning teachers are terribly high antt that teachers.will never realize
genuine professional, status until- the preparation program represents a genuinely
respectable body of professi.btral knowledge. It's very hard work. But, in all candor, I
believe that the greater risk IS in not pursuing our goal. Business as usual iysimply not
an acceptable alternative.
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THE LAW: A STEP FORWARD IN OKLAHOMA

Riehard Wisniewski*
.

.

1 appreciate thetpportunity' to participate in a discussion of the 'Iliture df ieacher
edtration. Given 'the status of, tbacher education and serious 'concerns fegarding
quality, no topic is of more Invortanee to teacher edueatorS.. Our future will 'be far
more positive than our past oil, we will see a reduction in our number. ,Unless, major .

(ft

reforms ocCur, we will sinkt.further into a professionally debilitating inaldise that
weakens our fundarnentaltroots.-:, thelraditiori of pliblIc education. These hre somber
words`but the matters' before us Must not be taken lightly. <

My comments are in five parts: I ) an overview of the. process, by which.Bill 1706
was developed in Oklahoma; 21 the:major.components of the legislation; 3) the current
status of the bill;41 legi.,;lative mandates and the futUre of 'teacher education; and 5) a
note on what that future mustl'include.

THE HISTORY OFBILL 1706 ) t""

In 1977, the Okliihoma, State Department of Education appointed a task. force, to
address ,the certification code. The task force included 'teadiers; admithstrarors, deans
Of education and others., In''my judgment, ,the gbal of this effort was essentially to
update the certification code, i.e., to make sonic cosinetic changes. The discussions
became substantive, however, and focused on what could. be Smc to improve the
quality of teacher education. The. report of the task force went .to the Professional
Standards Board 'and State .

Board of Education: Ensuipg events ',suggested little
enthusiasm for implementing the proposals. Plowever, the effort coalesced the deans
and directors of the 20 teacher education programs in DIclahoma: The cleans met
regularly to debate the preparatiOn process. Lc., admissions standards, the ,general
education component, clinical experiences, and so on. To this dayvhat coalition has
maintained. its commitment to the ideas forged in the late '7004hich 'vi many
becathe patt of Bill 1706. , ,

., During the 1979-80 Legislative session, Representative J i m Fried became chair of.
the House EducatiOn Committee. Working with.Speaker Dan Draper, Senator Roger
Randell. Representatiykleta Deatheridge and other legislators, Representative Fried
built on the deliberationsof the task force and organized a series of hearings on teacher
education .and the'. quality of public education. In a process both rare and positive,
Representative Fried and his colleagues criss-erossed the state and invited all segments
of the education estoblishrnent and the public to express. views on the quality of teac4er
preparation and the impact of that process on public education. Teacher educators were
given a number of opportunities to contribute ideas to this process. Ideas gleaned from'
the hearings became Bill 1706. The law was passed in 1980 and became fully effective
on February I. 1982. kis the most comprehensive education legislalion in the state's
history.

, *Richard \itisnieski., Dean, College of Education, The University of Oklahom
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Coalescing support for the bill was not easy. The bill is comprehensiVe an.d
virtually every segnient of the profession had' ideas, modifications or objections to its
components. The legislative leadership somehOw made sense of all the disparate views
expressed, seeking consensus on points that became the h art of the legislation. The
Oklahoma Education Association, for example, initial was not -supportive of the
legislation since teacher pay increases are a part of e bill. The OEA argued that
teacher salaries should be separate from leislation dealing with the preparation of
teaehers. The legislators agreed that increased salariel were vital but that the public had

;to be guaranteed that changes in how teacherS'.were prepared would also take place.
After much discuss4pt legislative VieW prevailed and passage of 1706 followed
quickly. .4

This example only suggests the heat)of the political process. Enough has been,
said, however, to indicate that the legislative leadership deserves much of the Credit for
passage of the law. Rarely in the legislative process have a group of legislators more
consisteritly expressed their determination to enaet such legislation, nor could they
have more skillfully navigated the wide rarige of opinions regarding teacher education.

COMPONENTS OF L 1706

. Bill 170,6 is lengthy and begins with a p oposal for pay increases for teache s. My
focus will be only those components directed at teacher educatio'n."The bill quires
that schools of education increase.their admissions standards, It does not spec fy those
.standards, leaving to the professioothe determination'of admissions criteria. It outlines'
'the 'need to address more than grade point averages 'in the selection of teachereducation
candidates.

The -law requires additional' clinical and field experience in the preparation
process. Again; it does not speeify how Many hours are. to be required, leaving that
decision to professional judgment.it does make clear the need to emphasize this aspect
of the preparation program. Fortunately, teacher education in Oklahoma and nationally
has made good progress on increasing clinical field experiences, at-least as much as is
possible within the four-year preparation framework.

The bill specifies that persons preparing to teach must pass a sefies,O1 subject-
matter examinatiOns in the areas in which they are to be certified. t should be
emphnized that the test requirements are placed on persons b uation. Many
in teacher education would agree this requirement is more appropriate than the punitive
approach followed in some states that has required tests of persons already teaching. In
any case, any examination 'is controversial and all the expected arguthients, pro and
con, were heard. The State Department of Education (SDE) was given full responsibil-
ity for developing these tests. A series of committees were 'established and an
appropriate planning process put in place. With the help of a national. testing l'irrn, trie
SDE has now offered the examination twice in January and April of 1982. The
January results were fragmentary, as would be expected. Nonetheless, newspaper
coverage' compared one institution to another, even though in some institutions only
two or three students took tests. Their average scores were reported as somehow
reflecting on the ibstitution. Overall, there js no evidence that teacher education was
.datilag.ed by these returns. The majority of studentS passed the tests and some
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institutions appeared stronger than others, but, again, this is not a legitimate judgment.
There is-po doubt .that as the tests are repeated year after year, the results.Will provide
insight!; into the quality of preparation at the several institutions in Oklahoma.

.. The examinailons focus on the subject matter preparation of prosNctive teachers
and do not deal with pedagogy. In some areas, overlap with pedagogy is inevitable, as
in the area of special education since virtually all of that specialty is offered,in schools
of education.. The majority of the examinations are in the traditional arts and science
subject areas.. The law includes appropriaterovisions for taking the tests more than
once. The net impact of the tests will no doubt remoVe some persons from the teacher
preparation process and that is a desirable goal.

TeaCher preparation has never been taken very seriouSly. Many persons have
breezed through it because it is a routine process, Other than the possible trauma of
student teaching:. The examinations communicate the message that the subject prepara-
tion of teachers is important and that becoming a teacher is a morc serious decision

orthan it has been in the past.. c.
Another component of the bill deals with- entry-year assistance,, cbmmitlees and

makes a fundaniental change in certification practices. Effective this year, all nevi
teachers in Oklahoma will receive a license to teach upon completion.oNheir college
program. The'license permits-persons,to find a. teaching -position and is good for one
year. New teachers. called entry-year teachers, will have full responsibility for
classrooms and will receive a full salary. Ditring thi first year, they will be mentored
and monitored by a three person committed coresting of a consulting teacher, the
principal of the school, and a professor of teacher alucation. This three-person
ccrmmittee is ohligated by law to observe the new teacher a prescfibed number of times
and to confer with the teacher.'

The function of the committee is to challenge the "sink-or-swim" phenomenon
.so prevalent in the induction process. The committees are to help the teacher and to
assess the teacher's progress. 'At the end of the year, the law reqUires that the entry
year-assistance committee must make a decision as to whether the teacher is to be
certified. The recommendation of this committee replaces the recommendation of the
teacher °training institution.

This is a fundamental change in thc certification process, not only in Oklahoma,
but in the United States. If we vieiv the three-person committees as being representa-
tive of the profession, i.e.. teachers, administrators and teacher .trainers, the !mi., in
effect moves control of entry to the profession. In the view of many in the teaching
profession, and in my.view, this is a-highly desirable change. While it will take several
years for the entry-year process to become institutionalized, its potential for
strengthening theAnduction process is .incredibly strong. For the first tinle in the history
of teacker education. every new teacher will receive help and guidance during the-entry
period. This is a 'goal many teacher educators have -sought for generations. I am
delrghted that Oklahoma is the first state to, implement this highly deSirable goal.

, . Thelaw, provides -for continuing education requirements for teachers throughout
their career. Staff development committees'are specified for each school.system, and
each committee must have a majority-of its membership composed of teachers. School.

Ilboards are re4uired to provide salary iPduc-erfients as teachers continue inservice
activities throughout their careers. These activities are not limited to college credit.
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The emphasis is perhaps.more on inservice athivities created at the school system level,
The opportunities.for college and school system co-operation are great, and there is
evidence such cooperation is taking place.

As part of the continuing education provisions,. professors andfdeans of education
are placed under the same requirements:There is an expecti4 that each professor of
education will provide evidence.each five years ofivays by whic heishe has .worked
with .the field. One .specific suggestion, and one that forrra tl s heart of the re-
quirement, asks professors of educi ion to spend a minImum ol ten days in th%
classroom each five years. This.requhement has been intvrpreted as not meaning that
each professor must teach In an elementary -tn. (!cohdary school. Rather, each,
professor must work in a school or agency in a role appropriate to their work. Persons
preparing adthinistrators, for example, can spend time with a superintadent or°
principal. Counselor educators can trade positions with high school counselors, and so
on. Opportunities. for the development of positive linkage with the profession are very
promising.

1 While several componeps of .the law are directlyaimed at teacher education, the
tone of the law and its requirementS are non-punitive. The law represents what many
teacher educators hay& been seeking. hot only in.Oklahoma. but nationally. The law is
facilitative, one that leaves te teacher eductitors, the Professional Stanthirds Board and
the State Department of Education the power to implement all phases of the law: Oiven
thalcharaeteristic, I commend Bill 1706 to you as the most positive teacher education
legislation that has thus far beed enacted in the United States. I am not suggesting that
all teacher.educators in Oklahoma Aare this view, or that there could not be
improvements on, 1706. At this stage, I believe it is exceptionally positive.

It is important-that we recognize the omnibus nature of thei Bill, Debating any one
of its comfionents :is obviously possible. It is more impOrtant to see how the
components fit together. Any attegipt to reforrh a profession .t alls for addressing all,
aspects of the preparation and induction process. If Bill 1706 has any weakness, it is
thiat if is not comprehensive enough. For eomple, efforts to completely close the door
on part-time or temporary teaching certificates failed. Arguments regarding such
certificates are well known and need not be elaborated hop. Temporary certificates
have been the bain of the profession for generations, providing a back door that
consistently weakens the profession. The bill also does mit address the time needed to
prepare teachers. The bill would have been incredibly powerful if it had called for a
six-year period to prebare teachers. All tho components of the bill. have my full
support, however, and- I believe the support of the states educational leadership.

THE IN EMENTATION iliOCESS .

Major responsibility for impl enting regulations appropriate to the law fell on
the State Department of Education. A Handful or individuals in die State Department
*lave worked hard on developing appropriate guidelinessand 2rocectures. they formed
needed committees and have brought ,t<i*t.1tic 'Professional Standards Board and State
Board of Education their marty-rccommendations. I have alreatly, noted the develop-
ment of the competency exardinations in subject areas. This vas uassive undertaking
and one that will continue to take much time as the tests ard re med.
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Making arrangements for entry-year committees has not been easy. This is such a
new development in the pmtession that many questions about the role of the consulting
teacher, the relationship between the teacher and the principal, the worIC of the teacherf.
e'ducator on the committee, and related.matters have been debated again and again."The
entry-year co.mmittee concept will be in place fOr the first time this.September, though
jyhas been piloted in a number of school 'systems this past year.

The major decision inade by legislative leadership-ast year has been not
to amend Bill 1706 save in minOr ways during the current legislative session.. These
minor changes do not -alter the -substance of the law. The legislative leadership's

. position has been that they wt11 not modify the., law until it has been given a full
opportunity to be tested. Some school administrators-argue that they will circuffivent
Bill 1.706 by hiring only teachers with several years experience. They evidently do not
wish to change .procedures required under the entry-year committee coMponent and
have sought to undercut the- entry-year committee requirements with the legislature.
The legislative leadership has refused to make any change in the entry-year compo-
nent. however. seeing it is an important reform.

A majoi; part .of the implementation proces's is a'4I.7 million apkopriation for
teacher education. This apprOpriation will be precedent-makingin Oklahorim, siMilar
to the Ohio plan p(*veral4years ago. The need for support is clear. There are new

,a,t.lministrative costs in iMplementing Bill 1706. There will be heavy travel costs as
professorS serve on entry-year committees. Most importantly, the relquirements o'f the
law are viewed as an overlay over current professional responSibilities. At the
University orOklahoma, for example, the normal teaching load is three courses per
semester. A formula has been developed so -that professors serving .on entry-year
compittees will be released from one course per semester to do so. This is a vitally
needed course reduction if professors are to seriously participate on committees and
forge new links with the field. Funds must be allodated to the college so that new or
adjunct faculty can be recruited to release the permanent faculty for entry-committee
assignments.

Every person on an education faculty, including colleagues in Arts and SCiences
and Fine Arts tho teach-methods courses or supervise student teachers, will participate
on entry-year committees. This is .activity not restricted to faculty who normally are
involved in teacber education, i.e., professors in elementary, secondary or special
education. For the entry-year committee concept to work as intended, profesSors of
higher education, of educational psychology, of counselineand guidance, and in all
other .speeialties in education will participate on entry-year committees. For the first
time in the history.' of teacher education in the United States, total faculties within
colleges of education will make an iMportant contribution to the teacher induction
process. 1 cannot over-emphasize the iMportance of this change for colleges of
education. We have new.oppoltunitie.s for positive working relationships with the field
that bode well for the future.. 7

There are many logistic problems in Mounting these committees. There will be
difficulties on some committees, of course. As experience is gained, I am convinced
that 4velopment of entry-year comMittees are the most positive, change in teacher
education with which I, have been associated. It is something teacher educhtion
leadership has sought for generations. The opportunities to valuate and conduct
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research on these changes are great and the next several years will find ,Oklahoma
teacher educators communicating with the profeSsion on outcomes' related to the law.

. .

VEGISLAME MANDATES AND THE
FUTURE OF-TEACHER EDUCATION

Lee me comment next on what Iknow is of concern to many in the audience.
Many ,.of us have resisted legislative mandates that affect 'teacher ,education. Our
conventional wisdom states that legiSlatures should not force curricular changes on
universities. Legislatures continue to do so, of course, and our conventional wisdom
has some merit. Shave also argued that such mandates are not appropriate. I may
continue to so argue, but no longer with the same vehemence.

I have learned mucit%from the 1706 experience. Legislators vary in how they
approackyrobiems,,thesame"as any of us'in this room. Some legislators take the high

-rhad, others impost: changes in a punitive manner. In the casOof 1706, the high-road
was taken. The Oklahoma LegiSlature, like legislatures in ,other states, is concerned
with the quality of public education and 'of teacher education. If they were not so
concernbd they would- not be performing. their function. Teacher educators -are not
always respected in legislative halls and we know that in some states punitive
legislation will result. We need to'work with.those legislators who take t&i high road.
We must become part of that process. A.legislativc mandate to reform any profession is

' not necessarify bad if tlre profession is involved in the process. Indeed, such .
mandates may be the only mechanism by which important changes.will occur.

I have argued for year that the professoriate is a 'mechanism for change and
Jeform. I have dOne so out ofidealism, hope and conviction. This is the way I wish the
world would be: A realistic assessment, forces the view that the professoriate is not an
appropriate mechanism for ehange. The idiosyncratic nature df being c professor, the
reward system pf universities, the town-gown gulf,.and a range of other factors make it
impossible forthe professoriate to .act as a body. Educators are as divided as those
colleagues in Arts and Sciences and other departments at whom we frequently point-the
finger and say, "Why can't they get togethern7This audienee knows that at Texas
A&M or at any institution represented in this rood", many will spead their professional
careers seeking ways to get departments to Share responsibilities and to work coopera-
tively. This Sometimes works, it frequently does not work; in either case, it is an
ongoing struggle.

We only need to look at the maze of educational associations to underline this
point. In respee(to the accreditation of teacher education,.TESCU is openly challeng-
ing NCATE's role. We have an ongoing tension betwieen AACTE-and ATE, groups
that ought to be working in absitlute 'concert but Who continue to meet separately and
wa,ste incredible energy' by maintaining a fiction of diSparate interests. We have groups
such as AERA where the majority of members view themselves as above" teacher
education:The researcilestablishment all too often believes itself superior to persons in
clinical Work. One neea not even begin to liSt the eridless disciplinary associations to
which most of tis belong. liow often have we gone to conventions where 'all we would
tiave .to change is -a kei.phrase from "reading" to "special education'', "teacher
education", or "CoMiselor education" for the rhetoric to fit our interests? The same
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problems are debated at 'these associations, but always as if they existed only for that
special intetest group and no Other.

Goren our fragmentation, teacher educators have I:cached the stage where they
much preferto undercut one tinother than to wOrk for the common good.1 do !lot make
this7statemeht in any cynical or disparaging sense, The evidence is simply clear:
educators are not committed to interdisciplinary cooperation any more than colleagues
in Arts anctSciences. We act out the segmentation and compartmentalization endemic
to our sockety.

If' mY diagnosis is correct, then legislative mandates are needed. Legislative
mandates are going 6 take place whether teacher educators like them or not. If that is
indet:d the case. we should be part of the legislative process. We need to influence that
process by prov iding ideas and arguing our case. Resisting legislative mandates is
interpreted as a "cover-up" on our .part. It is far more realistic to become involved
through coalitions ith the'teaching profession administrative group's. and legislative
groups. We need to work on the mandates that will guide our efforts. This means a
reversal of our yonvention4I ss isdom regarding the matter. A positive future for teacher
eluL.ation requires a rejection of conventional wisdorii in many other arenas as well.

THE FUTURE OF TEACHER 'EDUCATION

1 eacher education, obviopsly. has a future. Like any institution. it is not going to
go aw .ay just because it is, in trouble, attacked or underfunded. This has been our lot for
generations:and many of us will reach retirement under these cohditions. Indeed, in
any profession there ss ill be a sizeablAuhther who want to aehieve retirement with as

httle..change as possible. . .

For those who care about the profession and recognize that the quality, of teacher
preparation and the 9uality of public education are absolutely linked, the future cAl be
positive. We must ceike all excuses and ratiOnalizations regardirig teacher preparation.
Instead. we, must apply more rigor to.the preparation of educational personnel. If we do
not do so, we cannot expect any increase in rigor or higher expectations in the public
schools. It k not an absolute one-to-one relationship, but it is very close to that ratio
despite all the protective "rationalizations we voice so easily.

, George Denemark, Bob Howsam .and.'.others Have taught us the phrase "life
spave'' in teacher preparatiOn. We.must develop programs that go beyond the four-year
norm: The four year- pattern to which we now devote ouC. energy .is, at best, a .

paraprofessional.prticess. One can suggest. therefore, that there should be twAlayers of
teacher preparation. Current fi;ur year programs can continue to prepare persons for a
paraprofessional role. Professional .schools :of education, on the:other hand, will
require`an extended and intense period of preparation for teachers of the future the

instructional leaders who will guide teams of paraprofessionals in the school.. 1

advocate a six-year prep:, tion process with the sixth year being an ihternship similar
to the Oklahoma entry-yL, ticher model. Whatever the time period, OUT future ,will
either go beyond the four-year pattern Or, we will, suffer a continbed decne in our
efforts. Things will notliet better in.the fotir year pattern, no matter how hard we try.
All our efforts will be ameliorative rather than structural and the outcome will not bp
much different from our past. .
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We must relate the qualitya our training to the effectiveness of instruction in the
public schools Wc must help create the conditions for professional practice this
epnicrencc has emoincd us to.consider*. -We. can no longer place.student teachers in
anything but first-rate school and chhical settings. To do otherwise is unprofessional,
yet we have done precisely that. We have placed our students where we can. rather
than working oRby-- with school systems that provide the best possible learning-
situations for children. It is only in such situations that teachers can truly exhibit
professional practices of the highest order.

jbe future is also dependent on teacher associations gaining control over entry
into the profession. Colleges of education have for generations controlled the entryi
process w ith the earning or a certificate being equivalent to getting a position. If the
quality of what we have done had been higher, we would not now he faced with
criticisms all around. us. Because of low confidence in our past performance, teacher
asAiciations must have a strong voice in the accreditation or teacher education and
control of the entry process. Until we recognite that We are all part of one prokssion,
to echo Bob Howsam's words, there is no hope for teacher education being anything
but the stepchild of the profession. .

Our future also includes the creatiOn of professional schools or education.,While
they may be campus-based, they must be autonomous institlitions much *like laW or
medical schools. -Until we fully control admission to, the content or. and time required
for training, our efforts will remain. superficial. We cannot expect rigar in the public
schools unless we achieve that same rigor in our ,own colleges.

There are, or course', other dimensions to our future. I :am merely underscoring
some structural changes that are voiced at conventions and meetings of this type. What
.we have not yet seen are entire states Moving in these directions. We are at the point
where we are still arguing with one another as 'to the desirability of these changes. As-
we debate them, we doom still another generation or teachers and children to die;
inadequacies of current practices.

We debate these matters as ir we had all the time in the world. Our procrastination
is an indication or the fact that many or us want to retire with as little change as
possible in Our professional behavior. There is no way to achieve a strong future
without the types of stTuctural changes noted above. There is ho way these hopes can
be implemented Without fundamental changes in our behavior. Behavior changes must
be made in !the political arena.. in the 'clinical experience .arena, -in the rigor of
expectations for our students, in the scholarship we conduct, and in all-other aspects of
our prokssion. Enough has been said to at least suggest the magnitude or the work
before us least some or us.

I appreciate this opportunity to outline Oklahoma's elThrts to address these issues.
Bill 1706 does not include the structural changes that must characterize the next
generation of teacher education. It is a major step in that direction, however. We. in
Oklahoma can now face the future with hope,
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RESEARCH NEEDED ON DIRECT EXPERIENCE

Martin Haberman*

Research related to student teachini cati be.characterized as meager, diverse and
trivial. Its meagerness is a fundion of the fact that the knowldgeable people...are those
who .do -it and they are _essentially practitioners, not reseachers: Its divarsity is a
function of the fact that there are few grants available in this area and that single-shot
doctoral-dissertations never cumulat . into usable knowledge: they all simply conclude
with a chapteradvising others on ways to follow .up. The trivial nature of this r,esearch
is a function of.the fact that those Who do.an Occasional .study,are.unfamiliar with the:
haste nature of .Sttidlmt teaching and regard it as teachinibehavior rather than learning
behavior. They also.make the mistake of viewing it as an indiyida behaviordriven by
.knowledge and personality.rather than an organizational behavior-driven by the press
of .varlis settings..

In order to understand the development of student teaching it ishecessary to have
a general grasp of how teacher edu'eation has dev6loped.'Essentially, teacher prepara-
tion has cvok ed out of the lower levels of schooling into postsecondary and finally into
university lrms. .As this transforviation occurred there was an inevitable shift from the
practicalities of apprentieeship to a broader form of training and ultiMately, to a higher
education rooted in theoretic-like concerns. My .bosic argument is that this develop--
ment, while an improvement in quality, has shifted the locus of preparation from the
school to the university and that there is a curr-ent.set of pressures which seek to refurn
teacher preparation to the schools. Related to this argument are issues which deal with
the inevitably dysfunctional nature of lower scliools and universities as "cooperating"
organizations.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Dur-ing the colonial peribd the teacher trainiiig available was a form or apprentice-
ship. Its nature was usually of the "sit-by-Nellie" variety. For example, the following
agreement was made in 1722:.

Nis Indenture I apprentieeshipi ssitneeth that John Campbell . . . hath put himself . . apprentice
to George Brou,ncll Schoolmaster to learn the Art. Trade or,Mystery of teaching . . . And the said
George Bross nell doth hereby cosenant to teach or,instruct . . . the said apprentice in art, trade or

; calling-of a schoolmaster by the best measure he or his sVife may or can. (Cubberly. 1920. p. 38(0.

Gradually,: a primary school education became the uccepted requirement for
. future teachers, and mere apprenticeship Was replaced by some form of practice

t -aching ins.conjunction-with the .study of school subjec,ts. In 1823 Reverend Samuel

'Manin 1-labernian. Dean, Disision of Urban Outreach: University of Wisconsin.Mikaukee
,
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Hall's School was established in,Concord..Vermont as the hrst private normal school
in America. It was a thrce-yearprogram. In addition to his Lectures on Schoolkeeping
-the third-year students in Hall's.school were offered the opportunity of practicing on a
few 'children who were admitted for the specific purpose of demonstration lessons.
Hall's school, along with the secvnd private 'formal school founded -in Lancaster,
*Massachusetts in 1827 by James (3. Carter, soon closed because of financial difficuk,
ties.. Carter, however, was successful as a lawmaker and the 1837 law which created
the State _Board. of Edtr:ation and the firs( _public normal schOol in Lexington.
Massachusetts earned Carter the title, "Father of the Normal School." The school
began with a faculty of one and a student body 01 three. Elshee (1939) noted that the
term "normal'', which was borrowed from the French, derives from.the Latin term
norma meaning "a carpenter's square, a rule,, a pattern, a model." (p. 145).

In 1839, Cyrus Pierce was appbinted as the first principal of this first state normal
school in Lexington, Massachusetts. Ha also conducted a model sch'ool for 30 boys and
'girls aged 6-10. Students in-the normal school were the teachers in the model School.
Mr. Pierce visited the sChool 'twice daily and thereby beeame the first supervisor of
student teachers. In one of his letters to Henry ,Barnard, then Secretary to the
Massachusetts Board of Education, Mr. Pierce outlined his-pedagogical goals as:.

To-Teach the pOpils1i.e., the future teashers) by my own example,-as-well as-by precepts, the best-way-
of teachmg the same things effectually to others. I have.four methods of recitation. First, by question
and answer second, by conversatio-n; third, by .calling one, two, three, or more or less, to give an
analysis of the whole subject contained in the lesson: and fourth, by requiring written analysis, in
which the ideas of the author are mated in life language of -the pupil.' (Norton, 192.6, p.

It is interesting to note that unlike our modermadmonition that teacher educators
use the same methods with student teachers that they prescribe.for students' Use with
children, Pierce was attempting to teach the very same content goals to his student
teachers in the hope that they wouldthen achieve these goals.with their children. Also,
unlike many of tOday's teacher educators, Mr. Pier'ce recognized and aceepted
individual differences among,his.student teachers.

see Are the distinctive character of my pupils. I am glad \w see them show plainly their individual
and pecufiar characteristics. A little observation would shoW the visitor that we' have no block or
moUld by whi6ch we are all east, so that there may be unifority of character in the Prepared Teachers. I
would have a way, a mode, a system; but still I would not have it so unyieldigg and restrictive as to
preclude rather than aid individUal developments. (Norton, 1926. p..331.

I Pierce was prophetic since his simple process of criticizirig has lasted alm2st 150
years and will persist further. Unfortunately, his willingness to let his student teachers
4periment and to have them ologerve his own- teaching of children are no longer
c/mmon supervisory practices.

Prior to the Civil War there were only 11 state-supported normal schools in this
country (New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut (4), Rhode Island, new Jersey,
Illinois, Michigan and Minnesota) and the number of graduates made no appreáiabje
impact on the- quality ofpublic education. By 1.898 there were 167 public normal
schools and eVen more private ones. The public normal schools had graduated 8,188
teachers and the-more numerous private ones another 3,067. This was still a modest
influence on the schools sinCe there were 463,333 practicing teachers at that time plus
an annual need for 50,000 new ones. It is obvious that the vast majority of teachers
were not receiving even the meager training of the state normal schools. "Meager"
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since in 1900;the entrance requirements to rthrmal school training was usually, the
modest prerequisite ofan elementary school education.

With a few exceptions the normal .schools prepared only elementary school
teachers. By. 1890, 114 colleges and universities (there were. only 400 in total) were
preempting the secondary field. The number of 'Secondary education students num-
bered about 3,414 -at this time.

In 1900 ,. most of the normal schools preparing teachers were really offering high
schoolleveleducation .with an inthsion of pedagogy. For all its inadequacies, however,
therewas greater felevance in the teacher education of.1900 than there is how since
almost all the subject matter contelit which teachers learned was thesame or a slightly
advanced version of what they -were-supposed to teach children. In terms of eonnec-
tion-s. hnkaee and relevance, we have deteriorated in the last 80 years.

In addition th the state normal schools and t e private ones, there were cities
involved in teacher training: By, World War I (191 every city in the. United States
.with a population of 100,000 or-more, had a norma school or a department-in its high
school for teacher training. (This amounted to st 100 cities). The growth of those
cit,' training sehools resulted from the demands of a growing potmlation. State normal
.schools simply could not provide enough graduates. By the 1930's only about 20 of
these city-run training schools remained and the budgetary .probleins of cities in the
Depression pushed.these institutions into state-subsidies or into oblivion. The common
'criticism of the city normal schools was that they fostered inbreeding and provincial-
ism. The Ideal girls from the local districts Were trained and became teachers in the
sameneighborhOods, frequently in the very same buildings, where they had grown up.
. At the same time urban areas Were training teajhers, rural areas in twenty-four
states were.using.speeially designated highfshools for training teachers from their areas
to serve inihese mOre remote locales. The pattern was to extend high school one year
and tdprovid.e.a certifieate. The better programs'(e.g., in Minnesota) included practice
teaching. die poorer Ones (e.g.. in Kansas) did not.

,As we consider the teacher training offered by kitty schools or by schools in rural
areas. it is clear- that it was higlily relevant to the practice of training. It was 'of the
schools:by the schools and for the schools.-The content learned by teachers to be
taught to pithils wasessentially the same, with some minimal study in pedagogy tacked

There was in this relationship the opportunity to safely assume that teachers would
,be appropriately trained. One 'could also assert, with sonic justifiCatiOn, that this
situation bf great relevance of training to practice-should-be so since it was frequently
.thevery; same bureauerac the public schools)tha tr ined both teacher and pupil:

While these training institutions licked the problei is of relevance and appropri-.
ateness, they disappeared due to lack of funds, the primary factor. and concerns related

. to teacher quality. The fields of human development, learning, edUcational philosophy.
and pedagogy were growing, Similarly. ihe fields of general knowledge. were also
expanding rapidly. It became painfully and increasingly clear that most teachers were
semi-literate, poorly educated people: in truth, a short step (usually one 'chapter in a
textbook) above the :uesses they were Supposedly extricating from the pools of
ignorance. The response to this state of afthirs was to insist upon more university

'education 'for teauhers..As a result, teacher education is now inextricably ensconsed in
the, bosom of higher education. In exchange foj high relevant tthining of an. almost
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ignorant corps of teachers, we now have a bette...*lucated but le's"s 'appropriately trained
teaching .prolessuiV

Under the influence ol .Dewey, the concept of practice teacking was dropped and
the notion of a student teacher engaged in professional :laboratory .experiences was
introduced. The cmdet Or practice teacher concept emphakized an apprentice practicing
the- techniques of school teaching, .IThe notion of a student experimenting in a
professional laboratory 'is intended toeonvey the continuous, search of the, student of
teaching. The student teacher is expected to,make mistakes and to learn -principles as a
result: The practice t eacher,, is expected to practice correct responses. The practice
teacher can be evaluated on the same bases as the regular inserviee teacher; the
performance of effective behaviors. The student teacher is evhluated as a learner; i.e.,
what he.'she learned from today's lesson is of pariimount importance. This confusion
.between the role of practice and-student teacher is a majdfeause Rff-the low quality and
quantity Of research on student teaching, the neophyte is essentially ap apprentice
who must practice, why bother with special study? Simply apply the research literature
(111:effective teaehing.to the neophyte.

Lest this distiktion seem new to you, permit me to point ouyhat it was made in
1904: In drawing the distinction between preparing a student of teaching one who
would, act on developing principles and who vould continue to grow: and a
technician who acts:with no undergfrding rationale, Dewey (1904) noted:

For immedtate skill tnay he got at the cost of power to go on griming. The teacher who leaves the
fessional school with power in managing.a class of children inay appear to s'uperior advantage the

tirt u the first week. the-first month, or evea-the first year.-as compared w ith some other teachdr
who, has a much more N ital commaad of the psy etiology kTie, and ethto, of development. But later
priigress may with such Consist only in" perfecting and refining skill already possessed. Such
persons seein to know how to teach but are not students of teaching. FA en though they go on study ing
books of pedagogy. reading teachers' journals; attending teachers' institutes, etc.. yet the root of the
matter is not in them, unless, they continue ,to be students of subject matter and students of mind
actiN ay. Unless a teaclier is such a student, he may continue to improve the mechanics of school
managetnent. but he cannot grow as a teacher, an inspirer and director of "soul-life. How often do
candid instructors in training schools acknowledge disappointment in thd later careers .of even their
more promising candidates. They seem to strike twelve at the start. There is an untApeeted and
seemingly unaccountable failure io maintain steady growth. tp. 8).

The difference between the teacher who has one year's experience thirty times and
the teacher MI6 grows each year is attributed to the teacher education program..This
debate is the genesis of the gulf that has come to separate those who talk about teacher
training and practice teaching ori the one hand and those who use the terms teacher
education and student teaching on the other.

It is similarly noteworthy that the admonition to help student teacTitrs analyze'
their own leaching rather thah to receive constant criticism isalso not new and refers
back to the concept undergirding direct experiences. Is the experience intended, to
perfect eOirect behavio90 the experience to prepare a professional who can-monitor
his; her own behat7rUrrThis det;'ate On the goal of student teaching is mainlested most
clearly in Dew es 11904) statement Concerning how tee student teacher would be
supervised (ix., taught).

It ought to go is ithout saying . . . that criticism should be direct.ed toward making the student
thoughttnl about his work in the fight of principles ratherlhan induce in him a recognition that certain
special Methods- are good. and eertain other special methods bad. At all os ents. no greater trase,sty
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real intellectual eriocism'can be given than to set u kidcnt to teaching-a brief number of lessons,
luving luni.under u1spcUw in pmeticallv All the time tif every lesson,.and then criticize him almost, if
not quite. at the end ot c.ach.ksson. upon the particular way in which that partienlar lesson has been
taught, pointing out elements, ol ladure and Of success. Such meihods of criticism may be adapted to

, giving'a traming-teaeher command of som e. of the knacks of the and tools of the trade. but are not
calculated to develop a thoughtful:and independent teacher.. (p. 22).

In term's ti,t; research, there has been and remains no greater need than to,
systematically gather data to stipport or refute this contention that certain kinds of
practice teaching lead to fechnichins and other forms of student teaching lead to
students of teaching.

The reason for this very brief overview is to simply initiatea pause for thinking.
There 1l. in future, be an inevitable price for making teachers more relevant to school
pracnce. It may not be the same price we paid when we felt any good high school
should be' able to train teachers, but there will nevdtheless be a pricejhere is a finite
amount of time and .energy for training. In the push-pull Of competing subject matters
demanding the neophytes .attention, there are limits on the liberal education, the
speciahzation and the professional education which .can be crammed into any period
whether the period is four years. live years. Or six years. We must simply aCcept the
fact that II greater-connections are to be made behteen preparation and practiee
something Ix dl be squeezed out ,of present programs. In today's world or 'electronic
media, fihus, libraries.and other resources, today'steachers will not lapse all theway
back to, the toy, quality of nineteenth cent ... teachers. However, we need to be
realistic. There will be,some academic pee to pay for gaining increased relevance..

Finally, this review permits me to underscore the initial point that student teaching
is a process learned in dysfunctional. bureaucracies. Teacher training is net under the
egis of the schools. It is, in fact, under the administration of higher education
institutions that are mindful and proud of their freedom from social pressure. Conse-
quently.. there should be realistic. horizons set for the degree of relevance that can be
reinfused into preservice teachcr education. And let us also be aware as _we seek to
reinfuseetts relevance that we do not go to the extreme or tidvocating ignorance as the
trade-oft; tOr practical knowhow. I am certain that if we had.training programs irrschool
settings invoking four years of student teaching with little or no college work
whatever, that we could train more teachers to keep better order and to help children
reach..higher reading levels thzin they presently achieve. The question is, dare we
implement .such "improvements and risk not having teachers who are'first well
educated and only second. professionally prepared.' .

An immediate implication Of the foregoing is that I believe I know howto prepare
more effective teachers (defining effectiVe as having pupils score higher on achieVe-
ment tests). This is true. I believe that if we Placed high school.graduates in a four-year
career harder as paraprofessionals, aides. assistant teachers, student teachers and
jnterns'into schools---- the i.ery same schools where they would eventually teach. They
could be trained to be niOre .prolicient and competent (in behavioral terms) than any
graduates of present university teacher education programs. It might be.possible then to
have states require subsequent completion of a bachelors 'degree in general-liberal
studies within a ten-year perierd. This is precisely what some states did in former times
with normal school graduates. The question of purpose remains: Is it better to prepre a
techniCally cOmpetent teacher who will subsequently pursue a bachelors degree, or is it
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better to require a bzicheiors-(9.r mtisters) degree and thereby limit the professional `
knowhow of beginning teachers? Stat-edanother way, is it better for the practicing .

teacher to be prunorilA concerned with pr*ssional or academic develoment. "Wise
persons''wil1. of course, ansWer "both". However, the reality of the situation is- that
most practieing teachers study, and are required to study, little beyond edticatiOn
courses once they are certified. At present. our system clearly prepares beginning
teachers with minimal professional skills who spend almost .all of their subsequent
stddy in areas of professional development. It is, theoretically, possible to reverse this
entire process. But the organintional linkage betwem state departments' a educaticin
'and institutions of higher education is too fixed to be changed. Teacher educationk-
owned by the universities. The 'most that we can do is to use the suite to -pressure
institutions (within limits) to make their preparation more relevant, and, on occasion,
to use the universities to pressure the state departments (within limitS) to loosen up
"restrictiv" requirements..

This brings us into the well-circuffiscribed arena Where we play by, gentlemen's
rules. If you in thestate Will not permit school distrias to train reachers,. we in the
university will continue to support yourauthority to certify and if you in the university
show at least .some sMall effort to make your teacher trainingmore relevant to school
practi&., we in the state will continue to accredit ypu and Kou alone.

What has happened in the Century and one-half sinct we first adapted and created
student teaehing in America? Has its evolvement been a regression from a noble
beginning, or, has it beeh refined and improved .Bom crude fits and starts.? What
critical trends can be yentified in this history? The analysis is worth the effort sinye the
dewelopMent of student teaehing is', in effect, parallel to the evolution Of teacher.
education lIT general. Student teaching .haS always been the heart and mind of teacher
preparatiiin: tO understand its development is to grasp the essence of the professional
development of educators.,

THE NATURE OF STUDENT TEACHING RESEARCH

There is no instance of any widespread practice in student teaching programs that
is the result of research. ConVersely, there- are no common practices that have been
dropped from student teaching programs on the basis of research evidence. Essentially,
.student teaching.programs, like all college curricula, .are political agreements .among
faculty and.differ only in response to power variations in the organizational setting of
the particular college oF university. Nevertheless, it would be useful to review,some of
the types of studies that have been done in relation to student teaching.

The first type of investigations derive from the study of teaching and are simply
extrapolated to include what should be taught to student teachers. The most popular
eNaniples of this practice are various forms or interaction analysis. microteaching. and
competency based teaching': These trends grew out of efforts to systematically improve
the practices of inservice teachers. It soon became clear that systems for describing and
analy'zing teaching could also be used for judging and finally for improving the Work of
teachers. Once this point was reached it became a short step to studying student
teaching using these same modalities. Except for microteaching, the roots of all these
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stddies derive from the effort to improve inservice teaching, not rom attempts to
prepare students more effectively. And the research literature microteaching,
although impressive in its ability to specify important pedagogic acts, esSentially
proves that students who are taught specific.behaviors'remember and use them more
than students who are not taught these behaviors.

The clhsest thing we have to a continuous pattern or study gew out Of the
widopread use of the Minnes6ta Teacher Attitude_ Inventory by numerous institutions
over a period of years. Once the cancan or teacher educators shifted front an interest in,
predispositions, values and attitudes to actual behaviorthe descriptive studies of
students attitudinal changes dropped into the background.

the lackNf syMematic study df student teaching Cannot be highlighted
4-1-iorq dramatically than to cite the profession's response to the accreditation re-
quirement of Standard VI of the National Council for the Accreditation of Teachers of
.Ed4acation'. Even though it is requir'ed that student teachers be evaluated uphn,
lkompletion of their preparation programs, there are few if any institutions who can
.mount.such an effort. We tend to re.gard this as the failure of an individual institution
when the common nature of this inability to follow .tql- graduates demonstrAtes .with
miging *clarity that pur programs are not conceptualized or offered in ways which
permit evaluation. My contention is that this-situation is', in part, a function of having a
political'organizational basis rather than a it search/knowledge tnise for student teach-
ing programs and for teacher education programs in general.

There is infinitely more calling for fearch and agreements among'experts about
what needs to be studied than there is actual production of research. For -example,
experts generally agree that studeht teaching is the most ,important part of the

. preparation program because students rate-it as the Most useful part of their pl'eservice -
(Davies & Arnershek,_ 1969).. Experts also state that student teaching can be the
ignificant edticational experience in preparing students to fight the war on poverty,

increase school integration, mainstream the handicapped: disserhinate new method's
into"the 'schools. improve reading instruction an4.indoctrinate a new breed of militant
teachers whd"Will serve as change agents in die schools. It is noteworthy that at the
same time experts callsin student teaching as the process for accomplishing this brave
new world triey generally agree that student teaching does not adequately prepare
students for success in their first year of teaching normal children in traditional
schools.

In addition to Cxperts'calling for" student teaching to help implement edlicatioh-
..al and social mOvements, there is much expert. advice on what student teaching
"should be," It "should" include an internshiry, involve theory as well as practice!,
Sequence experiences froni easy to hard, encompass various, school situations and
grades, influence the Mudent affectively as well as cognitively, stamp out sexism and
racism in the neophyte, and feaill to behavioral teaching competencies. -This can be
accomplished because it "should be" supervised by practitioners who are competent in
all these areils.

Despite what experts "call for" and 'assume "should be" about student teaching,
what we actually know about this process in practice can be summarized in one word

varied: (Ebel, 1969). How is student teaching organized? Varied. How is it

administered? Varied. MI:at admission criteria are used? Varied. How are assignmentS
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made? Varied. How is it evaluated? Varied. Is it required for certirication in every
state. Yes.

The final paragraph of Davies and Amershek's1969 reseach review would have,. .

been 'equally accurate in 1979 and will probably -be as true in 1989. ,
. . . given its ascribed importance in teacher education. it. is alarming to find so little systematic
research directly related to it. Discussion and descriptive reports are plentifuL but comprehensive basic
stud;Ai the process involved is lacking tp. 13841.

*0
Most of what happens around student teaching is not research but continuous

flurry of developmental effort. And 'most of the developmental effort relates to
administrative arrangements (i.e.; how many hours, placements, and observations
should be made) and does not deal with the content of what is taught. Research studies
gene7rally agree that 'when "new" content is developed, students who are offered the
new content learn it better than students not offered the new content. In the last decade,
summarizing available research on teacher education,. Peck and Tucker (1973) reached
-the conclusion .thai this situation would change.

-Teacher education seems likely to become a far more systematic process in the years ahead. Its
obicetis es seem likely to be stated in terms of concrete, observable, and trainable teaching behaviors,
tp 970i.

Peck and Tucker obviously saw this as 'an advance over the recent past and in truth
it was, tn the sweep of things, however, simply making teacher education more
specific and concrete is a _throwback to Reverend Hall's normal school of 1823..The
1973 summary is superior to the 1969 summary only benuse it adds -all the feedback
studies. In sum, these studies tell us that when students are given specific criticism they
have a better likelihood of improving and that students taught specific behaviors will
demonstrate them more frequently than students not taught those behaviors. Do such
studies contribute to knowledge?.What research on student teaching has not helped us
to do is %nswfier the ultimate question. What are the behaviors and knowledge which
student teachers must Learn in order to becoMe,effective teachers subsequently? On this
question (i.e., the content'of student teaching), variance among the more than 1,000
institutions'offering student teaching remains extremely great..Our present knowledge
base simply does not derive from, research.

In twi:i areas we do have the beginnings of some solid evidence and it is interesting
to note that the content of these studies relate to aspects of .student teaching that we
seek' to counteract rather than to implement. The first generalization that;we can make

-with a fair degree of certainty is that cooperating teachers influence students more than
college supervisors (Yee, 1969. Seperson and Joyce, 1973: Chic, 1975;.Friebus, 1977;
Karmos ahd Jacks, 1977). Nevertheless, I would argue we should continue to use and
-even expand college, supervision 'since 'the university personnel emphasize concepts
and principles,m well as behaviors.'lf the cooperating teacher's power over the student
teacher is permitted to become the total value of the student teaching program we will
regress to preparing technicians, not educators. -

We also know that when what is to be learned relates to more general aspects of
teaching rathet: than to techniques, cooperating teachers are not the most influential
mentors of student teachers (Boschee, Prescott and Hein, 1978).

In a study which contradicts the simplistic .notion that cooperating teachers'
influence orr'student teachers is 'always -greater than college supervisors', Zimpher,
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de,VoSs and Nott (198)) indicate several specific functions 'and forr4 of influence
which are directly tied 'to the role of the college supervisor. The first 'function not
perfOrtne.d by others that is to be accomplished by the college supervisor relates to goal
setting. This involves setting both the purposes l'or the student teaching cxperience,and
establkhing expectations for the particular student teacher. -A second funetion per-
formed by the college supervisor relates to setti g a sequence of activities of increasing
complexity. This graduated induction process which includes observation, planning,
tukiring, and small group instruction is contrary to the tendencies or cooperating
teachers to "throw students in" from the first 'day and thereby make the student
teaching experience an undifferentiated one with no real qualitatiVe difference between
the activities performed, by a stu,dent teacher on hislher first and last day. A third
function of the college supervisor is to offer criticism. There is a tendency for
cooperating teachers who have estatilkhed rapport with,students to serve as buffers
betWeen students and college personnel, thereby leaving-any difficult ornegative -

feedback to the college supervisor. The outsider role of the college supervisor iS in this
sense an advantage since the professional social distance that is maintained by the
college supervisor vis 0 ris the cooperating and student teacher permits the college
supervisor to be inure objective,- an\ilytical and critical, Additional findings indicate
that the college supervisor serves to increase .communication and to introduce ideas that
would ordinarily be ignored by cooperatinit teadlers and students as of little practical

. application (Zimpher. deVoss & Nott. 1980).
There k no question that the preponderance of evidence supports the notion that

cooperating teachers have'greater influence than college supervisors over techniques
that mudentszadopt. One reason that might account for less research to support the

4 influence of Lollege supervisors is that the influence issue is usually,couched irr,terms
of specific techniques rather than principles, goals or personal growth and most college
supervisors would agree on their secondary role in the area'of technical training. It is
ako possible 4hat the issues raised in the Zimpher, et al. study might.lic so generally
accepted by those directly involved in student teaching that tbere is a low (no) felt need
for systematic stddy to support this contention.

The second area in which we have sufficient data to feel we knoW something
definite to act upon relates to an aspect or student teaching which we seek to correct
rather than continue. We know that as students move closer to graduation they become
more dogmatic (:Johnson, 1969). In an effort to counteract this long-standing phenome-

. non Roy (1972) developed a special student teaching program (Project Together) as a
treatment designed to overcome the "natural" inclination or students to become less
idealktic. liss theoretic and more practical and control oriented as they approached
graduation and their first teaching experience. This is a landmark study. in that the
Student teacher literature includes no more carefully planned. systematic effort to
countervene the decrease in college influence and the increase in school influence. The
content of the trealment involved an elaborate theoretic arid substantially research
based concept of creating a protssional and emotional support group for stO(lents. This
support group was developed to help student teachers fight against the socialiiing
influences of their cooperating sclmols. The dependent variables were group cell-
teredness. dogmatism. pupil control i Lutolgy and perception ,of problems. The
hypotheses advanced were that Pri)ject T Tether students would be I ) more cohesive.
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2) less dog,matic, 3) more humanistic in their outlook towards pupil control, and 4)
hkelyz,to perecke lewer school related problems. In comparing these students with'
student. Leachers not given any special treatment, only the hypothesis that the students
could be made more sUpportive of each other was supported. The non-significant

,results of this study are indeed significant! Even the mdSrdaboratemethods (ones that
go well beyond whth colleges and universities can afford to provide their sttident
teachers in the way, of class si.t.e, personalized placement, special instruction, etc.)
cannot stop the process whereby students become socialized by classroom teacher.
The conclusion .reached was that stlident teachers could be treated in .ways that gave
them emotional support but coukl not be made less dogmatic and less custodial without
changing the institutions in which they student teach.

- Taken together, two generalizations c'an be derived from research related to
student teaching:

1) Swdents and cooperating teachers t6nd to agree that student teaching is
prrimarily an opportunity to practrce,methods and therefore, people or oppor-
tunities for furthering such practice will be defined as relevant and useful while
activities which distract from the pursuits of technique Will be regarded as
unnecessary or impractical.

The definition of the .beginning teacher's role usually ,defines classroom'
management as not only a major Priority but a concern of oveniding nnig-
mtude. Student teachers become very narrowly. focused On earning skills that
they perceive will help them to contrOl and thereby survive. As a result,
individual differences in ribility personality Or professional ideology*among
student teachers becomes increasingly less important in understanding or
predicting "their future teaching behavior:

WHAT SHOULD RE'STUDIED.IN RELATION TO STUDENT TEACHING

The first major area of fruitful research relates to occupational sc)cialization. At
this. point,,we must apply ideas from organizational science and from socialization
studies in related service professions. Oecupation'al socialization may be defined as the
pmcess hy.whieh the ne6phytes learn the culture, norms androle behavior of the group
they seek to be accepted by and to join. Given thiS definition, ft is possible to view
problems of teacher edutation as essentially,related to occupational socialization., The .
content to be studied in this realm are the interactions beteen neophytes and others in
particular Settings. It may be, for example. that not only are cooperating teachers more
influential than college supervisors (regarding technique) Mit that others in the
workplace (e..g.. other teachers, principals janitors, sec.retaries, school nurse, etc.) are
also more influential in shaping students' total role concept. Medical trainees, for
example, who wcTre isolated from the medical faculty oftep shaped their del;inition of a
doctor. on the basis of the nurses' and patients,' perceptions (Becker, Greer, Hughes &

In Lontrast opportunity t) clarity an educational philosophy. increase self-es:dilation skilk. test out
persoital strengths and weakness. try out concepts learned in developincnt or learning courses. seek way s of
breaking down and connecting subject fluter concepts ith indivUlual pupdV interCsts. tryrng out various
,instructional media. seelLing*greater.Self understanding mgardMg mactions to pujiik. or make connections
between dint!, autisitics and_ibe goals of the curr:iculum.
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Strnuss, 1961; Mumford, 1970). The principle that might bc.accepted (on a tentative.
basis) as a starting point for future study is that the more frequently trainees observe
their trainers actually performing and the more frequently the trainee is observed trying
to perform the practitioner's role by the traiher, the more influential the interaction
become's. The most imrortant question for future study is the degree to which the
-particular situational press controls the performance of both trainer and trainee and the
degree to which the particular situation is merely incidental to the fact that trainer and
trainee are interacting b,V observing each other's performances. My hunch is that bOth

however, we need more precise information tO act upon. If the
interaction proves mostpowerful_thert college sufrisors facie the traditional problem
of making more supervisory visits. If scho61:.ge1tihg is:shown to be of greater influence,
university supervisors (and other uni'versity personnel) have the optio,p of seeking to
influence other school practitioners and the setting itself as a way of exerting, impact on
the student te'acher's socialization. For examgle, should the' setting prove the most
potent force. university personnel who can change school curriculum, materials, or
schedules miL2ht exert a greater socializing force on student teachers prepared in that
school setting than University supervisors who engage in the traditional practice of
criticizing student teachers' lessohs.

A second major area of needed research should be directed at the comparison of
learning styles of .cooperating teachers and student teachers (Sprinthall, .1980), HoW
does the match7up or cognitive style and level between cooperating teacher and student
teacher effect the student's learning? Even more important may be the question of how
this match-up is effected by the particular school setting in which trainer and trainee
interact.

A third area 1 would propose as a fruitful area for research on student teaching
relates to the sequence of activities that lead students from the beginning to the final
stage of preservice preparation. Figure 1 k my paradigm of the levels through which a
'student teacht:Lwill naturally move (i.e., from 1 through VI). My hypothesis for future
study is that student teachers move in.the reverse order, from Stage VI through Stage I
(See Figure 1). They begin with pre-student teaching courses' which jive them the
broadest possible overview and end up at the lowest levels of learning. This contention
is an elaboration of our present knowledge that students become more dogmatic and
custodial as they.' approach their first day of teaching. Future study should help teacher
educalors more fully describe students', stages of professional development.

A fourth area of research should focus on the costs to individuals who seek to
become professional (socialized) teachers, Sorenson and Holpert (1968) reported that
organizational climate of the school enhances stress in student teachers. Purtherrmire,.
while 70 percent of, the student teachers experienced stres'S at the start of the
experienee, 20 percent experienced stress at the end. Graen (1970) has described the
induction process --of beginners in work Situations as including three phases: initial
confrontation, wprking through and integrating. The initial confrontation stage is most

'interesting since it described a "disillusionment phenomenon" whereby high expecta-
tions before experience are followed by much lower expectations after experience.
Vroorn,and Deci (1971) found. these less favorable expectations beginning during the
first year: andlasting approximately two and one-half years. This phenomenon has
been so reliably,--doeuitented,rnittjt. is now expected that newcomers will be "turned
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Figure 1.

Stages of Student Devetopment in
Professional Laboratory Experiences

/

Stage I. Ritualistic-Imitative
Stiident teacher seeks to replicate as much of the behavior of other
teachers as possible.
(Can I-do what these teachers do?)

Stage U. Reality-Centered
Student teacher seldcts the.teaching behaviors to beimitated and focuses
on controlling behaviors as the highest priority.
(Can control the class as well as Teacher X?)

Stage III. Learning Skills DirectOr
Student teacher seeks to perfect skills airned at teachiag skills to
children and youth:
(What specifically did I teach apyone today?)

Stage..IV. Self-Evaluator .

Student teacher develops skills for self evaluating'his/her own instruc-
tion.

; (What specifically did I learn about teaching today?)

Stage V. Insightful Analyst

.0

Stage VI.

Student teacher, develops feel' for; hunches, intuitions regarding the
pupils' behavior, their own reactions and the.nature of the;ir interaction
with pupils in the particular setting.
(What is really .happening to me and' to these pupils in this setting?)

Professionat.Decisionaker
Student teacher seeks to connect daily activities with school's more

ri;

general curriculum goals.
(What might I do to expedite the process of nfoving children 'and youth
toward the achievement of program goals?)
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oft" that they must invariably. go through such a stage before they' can be -
integrated into the %Cod. group. Conunentators on this research literature conclude that

-the most a training program ot iu induction process can do is to delay the full impact of
disillusionment until the newcomer is prepared to:, cope with it,

Although it is clear that individuals in organizations are substantiidly dependent
upon members of their wo'rk groups for gaining the 'knowledge and skills needed to
perform their jobs adequately, little contieled research hAs been done to explain how
this takesplace in or ,anintionat settings. There are psychological theories of stimulus

. itrid response, and ciological- explaiuniOris of inherent needs for group approval and
belonging e to explain the apparently universal drive of inductees to be part of a
work group, or 'at the very least, to not incur its displeasure..

Studios On deviation that seek to' identify ho'w much tolerance can be given
newcomers also have important implications fOr laboratory experiences 113 teacher
education.. Findings suggest that the freedom to deviate is fairly fragile even for .

members who have paid their dues vith Nng yei!rs-orobedience..Pressures to conform
to group norms are greatest when group members are motiyated to achieve uniformity,
when the norin k of importance to the group and when a member's deviant behavior is
especially'noticeable (Hackman. 1976).

It seems tomefhat the present public omphasis on.basic skills triggers these three
conditions in' teak:1'1er groups. It'explains why a studentiteacher, for'example, educated
in principles of child development will be steam-rollered into the role of reading tutor

by the oporaW norms of fhe particular. teacher group. .Pressures to conform are
.strongest:whXfhe,normis of high intensity and highly crystallized (laCkson, 1965).
But'this7doesn't mean that there are not sufficient controls at all times. As long as a
member needs or desireS resources over which the group has control, as long as he/she
seeks-Their approval dnd most importantly for ieacher groups so long ii he/she seeks
to not be criticized by tilt; group, the member is likely to conform.

The issue is..not one of placing students in schools where the teachers get along
well together or where there is 'dissension. ReSearch by Janis suggests that high
'cohesiveness i:an in ;ome cases be dctively dysfunctional for the group as a- whole
(Janis. 1972-Y. Janis' suggests that as a group becomes excessively_ close knit and
develops a clubby feeling of "we-ness" it becomes susceptiblektb a pattern he calls

'groupthink. The major symptom of groupthink is a rdai,ked decrease in the openness of
.the group, Members to discrepant or unsettling information. These interpersonal
strategies. Janis argues, result in an increased likelihood. that the group, in a spirit of
goodWill and shared confidente, -will develop and implement a'course of action that is
grossly. inappropriA and:ineffective. Should cohesiveness.be avoided? Obviously not.
Grotip norms proviae many desirable supports which teachers use to counterbalanee
the' bureaucracy. The question becomes the content of the norms; 'and the issue fov
teacher educators becorpes the influence of these norms on student teachers' and
beginners.
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ANENT STEP TOWARD SOLVING THE PROBLEM Or
IMPROVED RESEARCH IN STUDENT TEACHING

In ordecto increase the production of usable research v.:garding student teaching,
individuals.wbo are not now involved in college superision.will have to be attracted to
the study of educating and inducting beginners. Those involved in student teaching
programs (and in teacher education generally) understand the problems but usually lack
the proclivity, . for research or the skills of systematic study regarding proposed
solutions. SkilleTh researchers, on the, other hand, Untroubled by history. a full

knowledge of practices, or direct experience. with Me problems tend to study vOtat is
researchable rather than what is important, What is needed in future is a pre-research
step involving Future researchers with practicing college superviMrs in the process of
clarifying and specifying the problems to be studied. Since such cooperative problem,
definition is not always possible, the' 21 questions that follow are intended to serve as a
capsule briefin'g for those who Ikould study tudent teaching. On the basis of the
preceding analysis it should be clear that I regard items #19#20 and #2I as being of
greatest importance.

The fact that these questions are stated as "shourds" does not make them only
policy .questions. These questions must now be translated from problems solved by
political processes into hypotheses or questions to be studied (e.g., #21). If such
translations do not oceth, the next 150 years of tea0er education will simply
perpetuate the same fofths of student teaching as the past. The cycle of too few
researchers picking off neat but unimportant topics while the main body o17 college
supervisors ask, "What more can I do?" will be broken only by 'cooperatively
attacking and specifying most critical questions.. The challenge is oth great and
interesting. The question is whether suffiCient num-bers of skilled researchers can be
attracted to this very complex area of study, and whether they begin with sufficient
intellectual humility to work cooperatively in problem definition.

Questions Most Commonly Raised Regarding
Professional Laboratory, Experiences

I. Which courses in teacher' education should include direct experiences?

1. How should these. experiences be oi-ganized and integrated?

3: Is there an arrangement of direct experience (e.g., from observation to full
teaching) that Can be sequeneed on the basis of easy to hard?

4. What cntena should be used for selecting students to begin professional
laboratory experiences?

5. At what point'in their college programs should studenfif be admitted to major
student teaching experiences?

6. In how many different situations should student teachers work?

7. With what age(s), in addition to those they have designated as .their primary
concern, should students work?

8. In which and in how many non-schtiol settings should, students work'?
4

9. What should be the bases for determining the length and nature of. students
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various direct experiences?

10. What courses and other experiences should precede, concur and follow ditreet
experiences?

11. To what extent should direct experiences be individualized?

12. What are the roles ofcollette faculty, other school personnel..and students in
developing, shaping, and changing direct experiences?

1-3. How should responsthilities for tvaluating students be divided among college
faculty. school personnel and siudents? .

14. What criteria should he used in evaluating student teachers' achievements?'
. b .

15. Who should make wriften *Valuations of student teachers' direct experiences? \,

16, What controls should public school personnel (and teachers' associations)
exert over protessionallaboratory'experiences?

17. What should be the special training of CollegNinculty who supervise direct
experiences'?

18. What should be-the special training of personnel who supervise students?

19. How should settings in ...which students are placed be evaluated,. selected,
-controlled? By whom?

20: What should be the content goals of direct experiences? Who should be
involved in developing these?

What are the impacts of various settings on stalent teachers'?
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CLOSING REMARKS:
AN ATTEMPT AT SYNTHESIS

* George Denmark*

Attempting to synthesize a day and a half of broad ranging presentations and
discussions on the future of teacher education has brought me to the edge of panic.
Don't be misled by what may appear to be an impassive countenance. Panic lies close
beneath this seemingly calm exterior!

My concerns about the assignment are threefold. First,.we-have Nen privileged to
hear a series of excellent presentations, each having already compressed volumes of
knowledge about teaching and teacher preparation into a Single hour. Further compres-
sion seems imPOssible. Second, each participant in the conference has been developing
his or her own synthesis one that represents a melding of conference insights with
the eiperiences each individual has brought along. It is doubtful that an inevitably,
more general synthesis will prove as useful as those already stirring within each of you.
FinallY, as L conclude nearly a quarter of a century as dean; a period during which most
working days were chopped into fifteen minute attention spans organized around a
ailistantly changing series of moblems, I wonder whether I have, as a result, been left .
with only a fifteen minute intellect.

With thee ,reservations, allow me to summarize in brief fashion several of the
linkages or connections among ideas that participation in this conference stimulated in
me.

THE NATURE OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING AND
SCHOOLING AS A BASIS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

0

A thread running throughout many of the presentations and discussions was the
emphasis upon the roots of teacher education and the grounds for planning its'future
depending upon our understanding of the nature of effective teaching ,and effective
schools. It may seem less than startling to underline the need for teacher education to
both' reflect and contribute to knowledge about effective teaching and ,effective
schools. However, ,the recent rapid growth of the knowledge base supporting, effective
teaching and effective schools has outstripped the reSponsiveness of many,preparation
programs. Clearly, teachers and schools make a difference in the learning of children
and youth. ThOse things that we know foster learning need to be reflected adequately in
the initial preparation of every teacher. As Smith and Orlosky (1975) observed:

*Georee Denemark, College of Education, University of Kentucky.
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Teaching k the otercise of social. Intellectual, perceptual and iniunpulath,.e skills under the control of
wrik.eptual know ledp To know the effectiveness of a teacher is to know the consequences of hk use
of these:comerts and skills hi know the effectiveness of.teacher training is .to know how well it
develops these aspeos of leacher hehav iOr

The importance of the connection between, teaching and teachcr preparation was
evident in the remarks of both Richard Hersh and Judith Lanier, as well as in the
content forpreparation programs proposed by David Smith:lndeed, the very structure
of the conference suggests that its planners wished us to .exam,ine research and
systematic reports,of teaching practice as a basis for reflecting on thj future of teacher
education.

RECOGNIZING THE .COMPLEXITY OF
TEACHING AND LEARNING

A second thread of continuity apparent in, many remarks of both presenters and.
/. discussants was the emphasis upon the complexity of teaching and learning. No simple

interpretations of the role of the: schools or the task of the teacher will suffice for
mapping teacher education's- future. We must avoid oversimplified either-ors in
considering educational goals and 'instructional strategies. There is nd, room for
"bumper sticker mentality" that proposes simple solutions to complex problems. We
need not, indeed; cannot afford to' choose between:

quality teacher preparation or Creating proper-on-the-job conditions supportive
of professional practice

rigorous criteria for teacher candidate selection or rigorous,Jraining experiences

academic achievement or personal/social development as.proper functions of
schooling

administrative leadership or effective teachers as key factors in schools im-
,-provement and change

subject matter mastery or pedagogical knowledge as central to teacher prepitra-
tion

field or campus based experiences as pivotal to professional development

. research or instruction as the proper function of the college based teacher
educator.

.Why must we get hung up so often, perceiving only tWo alternatives for
addressing..edUcational issues when -the complexity of the tasks :demands that we
orchestrate many supportive elements into a Coherent, comprehensive effort? Sugges-
tive of the multifaceted reality we confront in., making instructional decisiOns and
planning, educational futures is the question a perceptive father pi)sed to his young son,
"How -does an, octopus tell his right from his left?" Recognizing the -complexity of
teaching will help uS proVide the broad professional. repertoire of knoWledge and skill
needed- if 'teachers are to be competent professionals.
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judgment Lls a hallmark of-thc eompetent teacher professional. As Lanier illustrated on
her broad stroke canvas of-feSearch profiling the effective teaeher, the current focus of
muchesearch on teaching is concerned with teacher judgment and decision-making.
Given the realityof multiple goals growing out of at least four major social functions of
edueation in the United-States; teachers are now and will be increasingly required to
engage in important decisions god pi-Of-sessional judgments about.what tOklo, when and

hy
The element oljudgment is a central. factor in any profession, for all .draw upon

the knowledge of approFriate supportingdiseiplines.and seekto apply such knowledge
to the unique 'circumstances of practice. Effective teaching can be built upon .a
scientific base that draws upon pedagogical -knowledge as well a its undergifding
social and 'behavioral science disciplines but as with other professions, teaching.
requires important components of judgment to adapt performance to situation. (De-

' nemark & Nutter. 1980) Providing a context for exercising 'such judgment must be. a
central responsibility of teacher preparation programs, beginning with initial general
'education experiences.

INIPI4cAVONS OF PROFESSIONAL STATUS

We have spOken of teaehing as a profession' and of the development of a. broad
professional-repertoire as essential for teaching eompetence. Although "profession" is
'often used popularly as'a synonym for occupation that is clearly not our intention.- The
concept of profession has many' implicationS for teaching and for teacher education as
the.training arm of the prOfession. Implications include-issues of governance, control
of admission to the profession and to its preparation programs, program approval, and.
more Viewing schools, colleges, or 4partments of education (SCDXs) as professional
sehoo ( implies an accountabilik to the profession as well as to,the higher education
institution and -an in,volvement of practitioners in the determination of cut-do:11a and
_certification requirements. Perhaps the enthusiasm regitered by. Richard Wisniewski
for the recent Oklahoma legislation aimed ar, improving quality standards f.or teacher
certification shOnld be tempereeby reflecting on 'the long-range 'consequences of
increased legislative rather than professional controls. ci

THE 'IMPORTANCE OF A
.KNOWCEDGE BASE FOR TEACHING

Another idea central to the concept of profession and evident in the observations
-of all'of our presentors is the importance of a knowledge base. The knowledge base
suppOrtive of teaching as a profession is an outgroWth of professional wisdom (the
systematically collected experienceof many professionals) and logical analysis as well
as research. Hersh struck an -optimistic note at the outset of the conference, reporting
that different researchers. in a variety of studies are reaching similar'conclusions atiout
effective schooling and that these conclusions- are being reinforced by the critical
assessments Of experienced school teachers and administrators., Gage, Good, B. 0.
Smith, Howsam, and others share the view that the knowledge base fOr teaching 'is
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substantial and has developed rapidly during the past decade. Most would agree,
however, that the knowledge base has not been organized and institutionalized
eftectively add thetelote, not transmitted adequately to practitioners, (Denemark &
Niutter, NSW ,

.David Smith reported on the University of Florida's program 'development
emphasis upon generic teaching knowledge and skills in the three categories or the
teacher aS teacher, the teacher as a person, and the teacher as a professional. Without
achie% ing broad consensus within and among preparing institutions regarding the
things a bLiginning teacher should know.and be able ro do in order to function at a safe
professional level upon _entry into teaching, training programs are unlikely to contrib-
ute significantly to the raising of standards....

Ilaberman's emphasis upon the jmpQrtance of knowledge of the settings in which
teaching and tearning takes place pinforees the need for a perception of teacher
preparation that aeknowledgas Vamiharity whh.a broad range of instructional strategies
and skills whiletnsisting that such familiarity be accompanied by appropriate contextu-
Al knowledge.

Discussion of the knowledge base for teacher education calls to mind Lortie's
t 1975) observation that teaching practice presently depends upon a strongly personal
rather than professional base. He maintained that an inordinate amount .or the
responsibility for what happens in the classroom resides in the teacher as an individual
rather than as a representative of a profession. Most instructional decisions are ones
based on the; personal experience of the individual' teacher rather than upon a
professional culture generated and maintained by the' profession. As a Consequence,
teachers.see themselves as having no clear authority for educational.practice and often
ltipse into idePsyncratic' behavior that fuither limits theitacceptance and effectiveness
as professionals. Elevating the level of teaching practice from the personal to the

professional is vital for the improvement of teaching and represents a rL*onsibility
which Must be shared by.those. engaged in teacher preparation.

THE NEED FOR AoEQUATE RESOURCES

Still another theme..recurrent or implied in the remarks of our presenters was the
importance of providing adequate time, personnel, and material resburces to the
preparation of competent professionals. The need for extended programs pf initial
teacher preparation Was identified, by three of the presentors, while Lanier described
platiS for Michigan State's response to the need for More in-depth knowledge taking the
form of program options concentrating on one of the major functions. of schooling.
Haberman was more Charitable toward enhancement of inservice education as a means
of improving teacher-education, Should not inservice education be freed to discharge
its principal function, that of 'preparing teachers -to tileet the needs of a particular
employing school systerh, rather than continuing to be mired in unending efforts to
correct the deficiencies left by inadequate programs of initial preparation. Teaching
can hardly be expected to achieve public acceptance as a mature profession if it
continues to admit to its. ranks peennel who are acknowledged to be inadequately
prepared to begin practice at a lev,..;_lthat ensures the educational safety of the children .
they instruct.
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. Time is but one of the resources needed to prepare competent teachers. Peseau
and Orr, in a-study ol financial support for teacher-education reported in the October,
1980 issue of the kappan, deplored the outrageous underfunding of most programs.
They-documented their concern by comparing the annual expenditureSfor preparing
teachers, which averaged $927 per FTE candidate, with the $2363 expended for nigher
education,students..general ly and with a per pupil cost for elementary' and secOndary
schools in e.xcess of $1400. Can we possibly square the currently inadequate allocation
of time and money to teacher preparation with the-views expressed regarding the
complexity of the teacher's task and its life and death importance'? If the future of
teacher education is to.hold.any promise we must do better at attracting resources more
nearly commensurate with its obligations.

DEVELOPING A BROAD BASE OF
UNDERSTANDING AND SUPpORT

Success in achieving hresource base adequnte to support quality teacher prepara-
tion -is dependent upon the development of understanding and support within and
among the various constituencies that affect our program§ the public and their'
representatives, our student and teacher clientele, our colleagues in teacher education, .
and others in higher education most notably those engaged- in administration.
collaboration with the organized teaching professiOn is essential if programs are to be
designed that are responsive to the needs of teachers and accepted by them.

Much has been said and written in recent months about the deteriorating public
image of teachers and teacher education. Improving that iiiiage is undoubtedly linked
to upgrading standards for admission to preparation programs and for certifieation to
begin practice. Designing programs or preparation -that provide assurance of the
beginning teacher's know-ledge and skill in both content and pedagogy is essential as
well. Furthermore, assuring that conditions of professional practice 'exist in employz-
ment situations supportive of quality training is nece:Ssary ir the promise of .the
beginning teacher is to be realiZed. 'But all of. these inust be supported by the
establishment of' salary levels for teaching that are competitive with other equally
demanding occupations. Currently, only sooial work among the occupations requiring
a bachelors degree for entrance pays less to beginners than does teaching.

It may seem Strange to calf for the understanding and support of;colleagues in
SCDEs but, unfortunately, a frequent consequence of' growth and program differentia-
tion in SCOE faculties has been the development of .a remoteness, sometimes even
alienation, -of some .from the obligations of teacher preparation. Some faculty members
prefer to identify themselves with a graduate specialization rattier than with Licher
education and comMunicate these feelings to students, often spawning another genera-
tion of Education faculty with only marginal 'commitment to. preparing competent ..
teachers. The separation of research from instruction in some SCUEs, provides further
cauSe for -concern,. Too often faculty members. most active in- research are only
minimally'involved in teacher education while_those principallY engaged in, teacher
education.are less comipitted to'research and knowledge...building. Such fragmentation
Offaculty roles is likely to result in research that' is remote from the imprOvement of'
practice and Instnictioft that is didactic and overly prescriptive.
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We roy:b.ave created soMe of ohr own problemsin teacher education, somewhat,
tktn to the steelworker balancing, along with his bOddY,.on a girder of a skyscraper
under construction in downtown Manhattan. LunchtiMe came and both men opened
their lunch boxes, unWrapped sandwiches and began to munch on them. After a hit of
his, Joe grow led, "Ugh, peanut butter!" and in disgust threw it to (he street some forty
stories below . The same thing oecurred on three conse,eutive days. When his buddy
asked Joe why he didn't gef his wife to make hinr sOme different sandwiches, Joe
replied. "Wife, Hell! I make my own sandwiches." Perhaps We are responsible for
some 'of, our oVe n problms in teacher .education and if so we must address them
forthrightly in planning our future. Without a broader consensuS, among those in
SCDEs regarding the importance of their roles in teacher preparation and a genuine
commitment to it we are unlikely to achieve.either the. personal or organizational
effleacy Hersh described as being a signifiCant factor in effective teaching and
chooling. We need to fed l. good about the importance of our task and about oUr ability

to perform it well if we are to be effective in the preparation of competent teachers..

THE IMPORTANCE OF -ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

Finally, let me comment briefly on the importance of gaining the support and
understanding of our colleagues in.higher education, most partichlarly those adminis7
tering our institutions, Two of theibrightest spots on an otherwise gloomy contempor-
ary horizon in teacher education arc the recent statements of key administrators .from
prestigious uniyersities supporting the importance Of higher education's. respOn-
sibilities for the improvethent of elementary an'd secondary schools and the need fpr an
effective school of education to carry out.those responsibilities. StanfOrd President
Kennedy In an address to the Carnegie Foundation ',Need his convictidn that -"there
can be no,Moro important entry in the public policy agenda of the United States than._
the quality of our primary and secondary educatkmal systems. . . :Only if the best
institutions care about schools and their own schools of education will the public think
they are worth caring about; and nothing could 1Se more clearly the business of
America's academic leaders ( 1981 ),

Berkeley's Chancellor. Heyman (1982), reacting to a challenge to'the continued
existence of that institution's School of Education, affirmed' a comn.ssion report
holding that "we can imagine few endeax!ors that are more urgent and wo -thy than the
iMprovement of the .knowledge of the educational, process and the application of that
knowledge to that process .

One important thread echoed iii-THESIEares befdre .me iC that there ts-nnliscipline that can he defined.
as tiducation Rather, education is -a pmcess,that only can he defined through other ddeiplinary eyes.
Two tendencies follow. First, faculty member% of schools-of education are often inclined to allow their
research agenda and scholarly style to be shaped by what is aceeptable to their aeadem e colleagues in
letters and sciences departments. . . . Second, the obverse of the first, faculty in schot Is'of edueation
have retreated %ubstantially from the problems of teaching and learning encountered n the schdols.

A second thread concern% tragmentation. In the absence of a central mission or idea. h cultv members.
go in a multitude of directions and thus fail to reinforce each other's efforts Sehot Is of education
have' largely lost tbeir proleSsional connections. They no longer define themselves in a central and .

organized way in relation to the problenis and opportunities of the profesion.
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Heyman's conclusion for Berkeley is one that I believe must be reaffirmed at your
inotitation and nfik it .the future of teacher education and teaching is to hold any.
pr6mise.. We "must:eonyert into a major institutional e,fort the conviction that few
endeavors are mor(,, urgent and worthy than the improvement of the knowledge of the
educatibnal process arid the application of that knowledge to that process. We must do
this because the vitality and health of the soeiety req ires it and becauSe our success as
an . educational institution . depends upon st dents well prepared in primary and
secondary schools."
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